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Introducing The Mills Hyatt House, Charleston's Newest Hotel.

We've razed the old building-an 1853 landmark
gone to seed. We didn't want to. We wanted to restore it.
But it couldn't be saved. It was just too far gone. So,
with the approval of the city and its historic associations,
we did even better.We tore it down.
And now we've finished reconstructing it completely.
From the ground up. (We're not sure any other
historic building has ever been "preserved" in just this
way!)
It's now open with its original name- The Mills House,
managed by the Hyatt Hotel people.
Outside and inside it recreates- with period furnish-

ings wherever possible-the grandeur of the original in its
ante-bellum heyday, when Charleston was the Queen City
of the South-and the Mills House was at its bustling
social and business center.
There are important differences thanks to reconstruction. For it is also a totally modem hotel with every
facility for today ... with 240 bedrooms and suites, full convention facilities, a 300-car parking garage ... and a restaurant looking out on its recreated garden.
General Lee stayed here in 1861. We think he'd feel at
home here again today. We hope you will too.

THE MILLS HY ATT HOUSE
Meeting and Queen Streets, Telephone (803) 577-2400 or see your travel agent. Just opened to help celebrate Charleston's 300th Anniversary.

Actually,
the toughest part
of getting a
C&S auto loan
is just
getting to C&S.
If there 's anything worse than having to thumb to
the bank, it's having to twiddle your thumbs while you wait
on a new car loan. That 's why we always try to
keep this promise.
The next time you need a quick auto loan, check your
watch before you head for C & S. We'll process your new
car application in half the time it took you to get
here. Even if you live next door.

See C&S... the"action bank

THE CITIZENS & SOUTHERN NATIONAL BANK OF SOUTH CAROLINA

MEMBER FDIC

Anderson , Greenville . Charleston . Florence • Columbia · Myrtle Beach · Inman
Darlington · Camden · Spartanburg• Sumter· Greer· Rock Hill· Conway· Gaffney

READERS
COMMENTS
Sandlapper welcomes letters to the
editor on matters of general interest. We ask that the letters be
held to 150 words or less. Excerpts
from this month's letters are presented below.
I enjoyed the August 1970 issue
of "Sandlapper" as I have all the
others. As I am a lover of South
Carolina history I was especially
interested in Dr. Jones' chapter of
his history.
However, there are several errors
which should be noted:
It is stated that the boll weevil
crossed the Mississippi in 1924. It
would have had to have been several years earlier for this destructive
insect had reached every nook and
corner of South Carolina by 1922.
Reference is made to Bob Gonzales' comment on the enforcement
of the 18th Amendment. This
young man died on the Mexican
Border in 1916, whereas the 18th
Amendment did not go into effect
until 1920.
It is also stated that mining of
phosphate rock continued into the
19 30s. Actually, according to a
statement by Mr. J. Ross Hanahan,
a leading Charleston fertilizer manufacturer, published in the "South
Carolina Handbook" in 1927, there
was none being mined at that time.
- In the interest of accuracy I
thought that both you and Dr.
Jones would like to know of these
errors.
T.S. Buie
Spartanburg, South Carolina

Each month I look forward to
the coming of my "Sandlapper"
with great anticipation .... This
month [September], I looked forward to reading the article "Prosperity Comes to Frog Level" but
when I read the article my emotions were mixed of hurt, embar2
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905 E. Washington St.
Shop for Pappagallo means shopping for the unexpected in fashion footwear and chic clothes for the
girl about town. Shop for Pappagallo brings to Greenville the renowned excellence in fashion associated
with Pappagallo everywhere. The exciting boutique
atmosphere makes shopping at Pappagallo a rewarding, fun filled experience.

909 E. Washington St.
Welcome to an old town house converted into a
unique shop with room settings running the gamut
of eighteenth century antiques to tomorrow's most
contemporary furnishings. Specializing in American,
English, and French furniture, paintings, gifts, rugs,
and accessories. Christmas presents elegantly wrapped .

1001
A unique blend of comfortable shopping and beautiful
clothes in one of Greenville's oldest houses ... where
you can sip coffee while you wander through two
floors of women's clothes collected from all over the
world -sizes 4-14. The perfect stop for holiday clothes
and gifts.

GREENVILLE'S WALK OF THE TOWN
WASHINGTON PLACE
Pooh Corner-Greenville's beautiful new shop for
children. From layettes to size 7 for boys- 14 for
girls. Christening, school, and party clothes. A discriminating selection of books and records.
TOYS
Christmas is coming .
1012 E. Washington St.

Pooh ( :orner

rassment, anger and pity. The first
three were for me and my town,
but I felt pity for the writer if he
could make a visit to our town and
go away only with the impression
of twisted town signs, old abandoned homes, and the feeling that a
citizen was most proud of the water
system-a system that was installed
when I was a little girl some 30-35
years ago.
Yes, we are proud that our town
is served by a water system, but
there are many other signs of prosperity in our community. For example, instead of showing an abandoned ARP Church (which now is
occupied by another denomination
and is actively having services), why
did the author choose not to show
the newly constructed Wightman
United Methodist Church which has
been completed within the past few
years. This was quite an accomplishment for a fairly small congregation, but it represents pride and
prosperity in our community.
To the right of the old Wise
Hotel the author pictured is the new
Post Office, built and dedicated in
1969. This is truly prosperity coming to our community. A little
further down main street, the business area boasts stores of almost
every kind for a small town-including what we claim to be one of the
finest furniture stores in the Southeast, Prosperity Furniture Co.; one
of the finest and most successful
small town banks, The Bank of
Commerce, which has a branch
bank in the neighboring town of
Chapin. We have adequate and attractive grocery stores, drug store,
as well as a number of other successful businesses.
Industry has also come to the
Prosperity area, one being right in
the heart of town, so I find myself
wondering why the writer chose
not to see this ....
The Mid-Carolina Club, a family
recreation complex which was mentioned in the article, provides
wholesome family recreation for
nearly 400 family memberships,
representing from 1,200-1,500 individuals ....
November 1970

The Collectors Item
of the Tricentennial
For years to come you will cherish this memento of South Carolina's 300th year- it's a
giant 6Y2 x 11 inch reproduction of the Tricentennial commemorative stamp. Every
color and detail of the original has been captured, from the rich, wood-grain
background to the stained, sculptured edges. One-quarter inch thick, the stamp comes
complete with metal hanger, ready to place on any wall. A high-gloss coating protects
the hand-screened colors. Price is $5.95 each plus $.50 for postage and handling.
Enclose check or money order and please allow 3 weeks for delivery.

KNIGHTSBRIDGE, INC. P.O. Box 1667, High Point, N. c. 27261
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Note cards depicting scenic South Carolina were printed for the Women's
Symphony Association for the benefit of the Columbia Philharmonic
Orchestra. The note card illustrations were taken from past issues of
Sandlapper-The Magazine of South Carolina.
A box of 12 different note cards may be obtained by sending $1 .00
plus 25 cents postage and handling to:

L

The Women's Symphony Association
1527 Senate Street
Columbia, South Carolina 29201
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BUFFALO NICKEL

IN CHESTNUT FINISH

$8.95
CHARACTERISTIC
CARVED IMPERFECTIONS

I wonder how many other towns
in South Carolina or other states
with a population of less than 800
can this author name that can boast
the fact that the citizens are offered
a water supply, a sewerage system
to approximately 90 per cent plus
of its citizens, one of the best
volunteer fire departments, an excellent rescue squad, paved roads
and streets, civic clubs, roadside
parks, churches, medical and dental
clinics, schools, a family recreation
complex, along with housing developments to accommodate and encourage further development and
growth.
I wish the author would have
used a wide angle lens or backed off
a distance so he could have pictured
the lovely manmade lake in the
foreground of the twisted town sign
and the pasture of cows in the front
of the farm buildings. It would have
given your readers a little different
view ....

SEE PAGE 67

Next Month in

Jeannie B. Bedenbaugh
(Mrs. Earle J. Bedenbaugh)
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PILGRIMAGE TO ENGLAND:

New Reprint
Available in Time
for Christmas
South Carolina's Poet Laureate
explores the world of mystical
beauty and historic charm of his
ancestral home, Hampton Plantation.

'LAND OF THE LORDS PROPRIETORS'

By Chalmers Davidson
ALLEN UNIVERSITY CENTENNIAL

By Pernell H. Hayes
THE CHARLESTON
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

By Tom Hamrick
Copies are $10.00 plus 25 cents
postage and handling. (S.C. resi·
dents add 4% sales tax.) Mail orders
to Sandlapper Press, Inc., P.O.
Box 1668, Columbia, S.C. 29202.

SHRUBS FOR WINTER BLOSSOMS

By June Henderson
and

Home by the River
by Archibald Rutledge

THE SANDLAPPER
CHRISTMAS SHOPPER

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
• Art

• Music
• Lectures
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• Theatre
• Sports
• Dance

• Tours
• Fairs
• Horse Shows
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We are sure that writer John Bigham had no intention of denouncing the town of Prosperity or angering its citizens. Impressions of a
town may be as far ranging as the
number of persons who see it. Another writer may have chosen to
point out completely different characteristics.
We feel that in spite of the objections received from several Prosperity residents, Bigham 's article
depicted a warmth that would be
complimentary to any town-a
warm th often overlooked in
chamber of commerce publications
which reek with statistics and commercialization. Our impression of
Prosperity as gained from the article is that it is a peaceful refuge in
today's hectic world; that is, "a
nice place to live." Ed.

On page 26 of the August issue
of "Sandlapper" is a picture of the
ship, City of Savannah, which was
destroyed off the coast of Charleston in the hurricane of 1893.
My grandfather, William Andell
of Johns Island, S.C., found the
sternplate of this ship and I now
have it in my home in Bethesda,
Maryland. My family has lived for
many years on the Seabrooks Island
end of Johns Island and I assume
that this is where he found the
stern plate, but since all the family
has passed away, I have no one to
ask. I learned of the identity of this
ship from the stern plate number
after writing the museum at Mystic,
Connecticut.
Mrs. William Stringfellow
Bethesda, Maryland

at Blowing R,,c•k

SEASON -

DECEMBER - MARCH

SKIING FOR BEGINNERS / INTERMEDIATE / ADVANCED
SLOPES GROOMED EACH DAY BY NEW THIOKOL SPRYTE
SNOW CONDITIONER
DOUBLE CHAIR LIFT
COMPLETE RENTAL EQUIPMENT
NIGHT SKIING -

WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHTS

ALPINE SKI SHOP
SKI MTN. STEAK HOUSE

When Mr. C.V. Verner was in the
hosp ital, "Sandlapper" was sent
him instead of flowers. We enjoyed
it for the year. I think this is a wonderful remembrance and want to
pass the idea on.

SNOW CLUB LOUNGE
SNOW REPORT AND RESERVATIONS : 704/295-4411

Louise H. Verner
(Mrs. C.V. Verner)
Asheville, North Carolina
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ven if he didn't hear its chime, a
stranger arriving in downtown
Newberry could hardly fail to
notice the clocks which face four
directions from atop a distinctive
Gothic-like spire. What might not be
apparent is that the building of
which they are a part is the Newberry
Opera House, and it was once an entertainment center of the Midlands.
The structure's colorful past
includes many jubilant moments.
But there have been dismal years.
Its jubilant years reflect visions of
great magicians, famous drama
troupes, actors, actresses, live animal
acts and appearances by such head1in er s as Lionel Barrymore and
Thurston the Magician. Its dismal
years, strangely enough, have come
in the more recent past-even
within the last decade.
While the pendulum has once
again reversed its swing and now
points to a revitalized future what
with plans afoot to preserve and
restore the building for its historic
value, there came a time only a few
years ago when the future of the
structure was uncertain.
A number of historic-minded
organizations, the Civic-League,
women's organizations and scores
of interested citizens rose vociferously to the defense of the building
following a suggestion that it be
tom down and the site be used for
more modern, functional city offices.

'Where Sound Sounds Best'

THE NEWBERRY OPERA HOUSE
By Ollie Moye

8
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The effort to demolish the landmark began in 1959 when the City
Council, exploring ways of providing better facilities for headquarters, employed the services of an
architect to study the structural
soundness of the building. The
report, made available at a City
Council meeting, was unfavorable
to restoration of the structure.
Organizations and citizens interested in preservation and restoration of the building quickly retaliated, demanding that other architects be consulted. Months later,
the city employed a second architect whose report, in favor of restoration, contradicted that of the
first.
The matter teetered back and
forth for a couple of years; then on
a Sunday (May 22, 1962) several
women interested in preserving the
building held an open house. And
they had the ammunition needed to
support their cause. Walter F.
Petty, a member of the National
Preservation Committee of the
American Institute of Architects,
had made a trip to Newberry and
studied the structure. Among his
comments were:
"Old buildings attract tourists.
As a tourist attraction this building
could be as valuable as another
industry in this town." Also, "This
is a remarkable piece of architecture and structurally is in fine condition." These, and similar quotations, were printed on large placards and placed strategically
throughout the Opera House on the
day of the open house.
Word of demolishing the building
subsided, and it stood all but unnoticed in the daily activities of
downtown Newberry until restoration became a concern of the newly
organized Newberry County Historical Society. In the interim, however, the ground floor level was
completely renovated and now
serves as offices for the city's operations, a function for which it originally served, in part. Wood paneling, carpets and celotex ceilings
have enlivened the formerly drab
appearance.

November 1970

As recently as July 14, 1969, the
building received more praise from
qualified sources. Harold N.
Cooledge, Alumni Professor of
Architecture, Clemson, in a letter
to Keitt Purcell, who at that time
was president of the Newberry
County Historical Society, expressed that Newberry is "most
fortunate to possess such a building
in such a location."
In accordance with a request of
the historical society, Cooledge

The original arrangement of the
interior spaces and accumulation of
such a wide range of municipal
functions under one roof is not
surprising. What is surprising is the
fine condition of the building and
the degree to which its original
form and functions have been preserved. The condition of the Opera
House proper is most unusual; I
know of only one or two (and
those had to be heavily restored)
which can compare with it.

Many published studies have
listed the style of the opera house
building as Gothic inspired. It preOpposite: Exterior view of the Newberry sents a tall steeple and wide gable
Opera House. Below: The once-glittering on the front side. Inside, the parauditorium, today in a state of neglect. quet is sloping, the balcony wide

-Photos by Ollie Moye

noted after examination of the
structure that it
is firmly dated but incompletely documented, [and] is a very
good example of eclectic design
from the last quarter of the 19th
Century. It was, in all likelihood,
"designed" out of a pattern book,
and shows the influence of the
Philadelphia architect, Frank
Furness. This is unusual as Furness
was popular during later years of
the reconstruction when little monumental architecture was undertaken in the South. The entrance,
shape and construction of window
openings, and the rich heavy, brick
oramentation is very reminiscent of
his style.

and sloping. The earliest-known
printed description appeared in The
Newberry Herald, Aug. 25, 1880:
We have been permitted to see
the design of Mr. C.L. Normann,
architect, for the proposed opera
house or City Hall. The design is for
a magnificent building. The dimensions will be 100 by 55 feet. On the
first floor will be two stores and an
engine room, Council Chamber,
Clerks office, Police office, three
cells. On the second floor will be
the hall 53 by 52 feet with a stage
29 by 52 feet. The floor will have
an inclination of two feet four
inches from the rear of the hall to
the stage; the ceiling will be, at one
end of the hall, 27 feet 6 inches,
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and at the other 25 feet 2 inches. In
connection with the hall will be a
ticket office, a "green room," a
cloak room, and three dressing
rooms.
The underside of the building
will be on a line with Law Range
and the store will front on Pratt
Street; the entrance to the Council
Chamber, Clerks office and to the
ha 11 upstairs, will be on Nance
Street.
The building will have a tower
one hundred and thirty feet high,
and the town clock will be ninety
feet from the ground.
If the design be carried out, and
we see no reason why it should not
be, the Newberry Opera House will
be the prettiest building, outside
the government buildings, in the
State.

According to "O'Neal's Annals,"
the building was opened Feb. 24,
1882. The cornerstone reveals the
date of construction as 1881.
Researchers of historical discourses
and documentaries concerning the
building-and they have been numerous-give skimpy sketches of
early stage productions, but enough
information is available to reflect
an epoch of gala theatre life in
Newberry at the turn of the century.
One of the most knowledgeable
Newberrians on the subject of the
opera house is W. Fulmer Wells. His
grandfather, Osborne Wells, was the
masonry contractor. "W.A. Cline
did the woodwork," recalled Wells.

He said that his grandfather and
Cline worked together on a number
of construction projects, including
buildings at Newberry College.
What may well be the bestdocumented records of the earlier
days of the opera house went up in
flames when Wells lost in a fire all
the information he had collected.
But he can relate in depth some of
the activities at the opera house,
especially those taking place during
the time he operated a movie house
there. Prior to that, however, he
only can draw on stories told him
by his grandfather and father.
"I'm told there were some
mighty good plays at the opera
house," said Wells. He recalls his
father telling him that the late
Lionel Barrymore once appeared at
the opera house in a play called
"The Dump." "I can't document
this," admitted Wells, "but if he did
appear here it probably was before
he became famous."
Wells' recollection of early stage
plays in Newberry are vague. "I was
only a little boy then," he reminded. But he can rattle off titles
of plays he saw on the opera house
stage then, among them being "The
Trail of the Lonesome Pine," "The
Rosary," "Seventh Heaven," and
"The Clansman" by Dixon, a play
that inspired the motion picture,
"The Birth of a Nation."
"In 'The Clansman,' " recalled

Wells, "they used a couple of live
horses on stage. It was quite a feat
getting them there." Nearly every
year there was a minstrel. "That
was the big thing those days," he
declared. "And there were some
very outstanding minstrel-comedies.
In the '20s the minstrel-comedies
were based on the comics-Buster
Brown, Maggie and Jiggs, Mutt and
Jeff."
Balcony seats were usually 50
cents; general admission 75 cents;
dress circle $1.50; and parquet
(best seats) $2 to $2.50. "Plenty of
times there would be standing room
only for a stage play," Wells noted.
The plays might come some
weeks on Monday night, and other
weeks on Saturday night, depending on when they were booked elsewhere in the state. "Newberry,"
Wells pointed out, "was a convenient stopping place between appearances in Columbia and Greenville.
That's why so many outstanding
plays were available then at the
opera house."
With the advent of motion pictures, the opera house became a
movie house and was operated by
Wells' father; the younger Wells
continued operating it as a theatre
until the late '40s.
Perhaps the first drastic change
in the interior of the opera house
was brought about by Fuller Wells
in the '30s, when he remodeled the
building for use as a movie house.
The horseshoe balcony was removed and another balcony of
concrete flat seats, resembling
steps, was stretched across the
width of the auditorium. Above the
balcony, holes were knocked into
one of the office walls and a projector was installed. Sliding doors
replaced curtains which once hung
at the exits below the boxes. Ten
feet behind the proscenium a
12-foot screen was installed. The
elaborate trim was removed from
all the windows which had once
Left: The Council Chambers in the renovated ground-floor level. Above right:
Two relics of past glory; Dough boy memorial silhouetted against the Opera House.
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lined the right and left walls of the
auditorium. These windows were
bricked and only small spaces at the
bottom of the lower windows were
left for ventilation.
Until movies came along the
structure was used only for stage
plays. "And all Newberry College
and Newberry High commencements were held there," said Fulmer. "Even after my father leased it
as a movie house, the movies would
always close for commencement."
College commencements, according
to Wells, were held at the opera
house as late as the early '40s.
"The movies almost put the stage
out of business," informed Wells.
"Then there was a renewal of
vaudeville and a lot of good vaudeville acts came to Newberry and
performed on the opera house
stage." Some of the big ones, he
remembered, came along in the
early '30s, about the time he entered the theatre business with his
father.
One such stage show which he

November 1970

termed "very amusing" was billed
as "Gertrude Avery's Diamond
Review." "All the scenery and all
the costumes were diamondstudded," said Wells. "One act featured diamond-studded balls on
which chorus girls did their routines. They didn't know it had a
raked stage ( a term that means the
stage slopes to the lights). The girls
couldn't control the balls and they
rolled straight into the footlights."
Famous magicians also appeared
on the opera house stage in the
'30s. Two Wells remembers in particular were Harry Blackstone and
Howard Thurston.
The first talkie movie, Wells said,
was shown at the opera house years
before Vaudeville. It was a Thomas
Edison Talkie made in the late
teens. "They brought their own
machines and set them up in the
balcony," recalled Wells. "They
also had their own screen, behind
which was a phonograph. A cord
belt ran from a pully on the projector to a pully on the phonograph

behind the screen. There were
many problems, such as synchronization and amplification, but it
worked fairly well."
In the days that Fulmer himself
operated the movie house, practically every big name western star
made personal stage appearances-Bob Steele, Tex Ritter, Tim
McCoy, Buzz Barton, to name a
few. Also, Blue Steele, a famous
orchestra leader, appeared here.
The opera house slogan in those
days was "Where Sound Sounds
Best." The only sounds here now
come from the ground floor-the
clicking of components in the electronically computed bookkeeping
"brain" that records information
vital to the operations of the city;
the whir of electric typewriters and
chatter of city officials during the
working day.

Ollie Moye is editor of The Newberry Observer.
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LITTLE BLOND BOMBER
By Bobby G. Thompson

I

first met Guido Capri, a skinny,
white-haired kid, on a hot summer afternoon in 1942. I was
nine years old. Guido was seven.
My family had just moved into a
house on Perry Avenue in Greenville and I was exploring the neighborhood. I found a group of kids
playing in a creek bed near the
Mountain View Homes Project.
Guido was one of them. I joined
them and we made mud castles,
waded in the shallow stream and
threw rocks.
I noticed almost at once that the
white-haired boy was crippled, yet
he seemed to limp along with no
appreciable difficulty. I soon
learned he had had polio since he
was five years old and that the
dreaded disease had affected his
right leg, the limb having been almost useless to him for many
months.
After many medical examinations, his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Julius N. Capri, were told that
Guido would never walk again.
Guido was forced to sit quietly and
watch other youngsters run, jump
and play. His parents were determ in e d, however, that nothing
12

would be left undone to restore
him to normal health and activity.
It was at this time that Guido
made a decision which was to
change his life completely: that if
his recovery depended upon his
cooperation, he was going to do
everything in his power to be like
the other kids. So, by degrees, his
long fight to regain full use of his
legs began, and in the course of
three years he spent considerable
time under treatment in five different hospitals in Pennsylvania.
Some time later, when Guido
was learning to walk with braces
and crutches, a doctor told the family that exercising the boy's legs
could prove beneficial. His father,
"Cap" Capri, who himself had participated in boxing, decided this
sport would provide the desired ex~rcise and secured Guido's first pair
of boxing gloves. It wasn't long
before the Capris noticed a definite
improvement in the strength of
their son's legs.
The formation of Boy Scout
Troup 6, organized by Steve
Starnes and Fred L. "Buddy"
Holtzclaus and sponsored by the
Greenville Lions Club, helped lead
Guido to a boxing career. We in the
troop at Mountain View Homes
organized and staged a two-day
boxing tournament in our scout hut
and charged 10 cents admission, the
proceeds of $25 to $30 going to the
March of Dimes. Guido and many
other youngsters participated, including myself, some of us being
fitted with gloves for the first time
in our lives.
There was Pete Bailey, now a
well-known salesman at Main Street
Pharmacy; Larry Silver, with WinnDixie; Joe Thompson, manager of
the Caravelle Motel at Myrtle
Beach; Fred Silver; George W.
McCoy Jr.; Paul McKinney; Joe
Mullinax, owner of Medical Arts

Pharmacy; and many others.
Guido and I, along with others
from the troop, entered our first
Golden Gloves Tournament that
year, 194 7. It was a frightened
Guido who climbed through the
ropes into the ring at Greenville's
old Textile Hall. The bright ring of
light was blinding and there was a
quickening of his heartbeat at the
roar of the crowd, the popping of
flashbulbs. He felt leather, tasted
blood and sweat, smelled rosin and
adhesive tape. Blinded by spasmodic blows he tired quickly as he
danced, blocked blows, swung and
punched his way through the longest two minutes of his life.
At the bell he had to be parted
from his partner, and staggered
tired and breathless to his corner.
When Guido was seated and doused
Above left: Spartanburg restaurant owner
Guido Capri today. Below and above right:
The "Blond Bomber" in action at the
1949 Carolinas novice flyweight match.

with water, he heard his coach say,
"Yer lookin' good champ. Keep it
up. You can take 'im."
The roar and cheer of the crowd
was exhilarating ... and evidently
served as inspiration for Guido
Capri. Weighing 71 pounds at age
12, Guido, a member of the YMCA
boxing team, won all three bouts in
that initial tourney.
He moved on with the "Y" team
to Charleston where he won again
in the Charleston Golden Gloves
Tournament. At that time he was
featured in a newspaper spread as a
polio victim who with heart and
soul was fighting to overcome his
handicap.
Next to Spartanburg for a March
of Dimes benefit tournament. At
this point Guido had fought 16
fights and lost only one. Then it
was the AAU Boxing Tournament
staged at Greenville's Textile Hall
where he experienced his first
knockout win-over opponent
Frankie West. The Charlotte
Golden Gloves Tournament gave
Guido a chance to bring home more
trophies. He did.
In 1950 Guido, with only three
years' ring experience, was the
holder of more than 17 trophies
and was acclaimed as the most
popular ringman ever to perform
here. He KO'd Russell Keeter in the
1950 Golden Gloves Tourney to
claim the Carolinas novice flyweight crown. In the Greensboro
Carolinas AAU Tournament, immediately following the Charlotte
event, he emerged untarnished once
again.
Then during the Carolinas
Golden Gloves Tournament at
Asheville in 1950, "Little Blond
Bomber" ( a nickname given to him
by sportswriters at that time) began
the scientific approach to boxing
and changed his tactics. During a
round he would switch from the
straight one-two punches to repeated, lightning-like jabs followed
by fast double jabs. This change of
pace proved successful and he was
voted best boxer of the tournament.
After bringing trophies home
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from every Carolinas Golden Gloves
match in 1950, and after winning
once again in the Charlotte Golden
Gloves finals in 1951, Guido was
invited to fight in the national
finals in New York. Impressive wins
in the Eastern Golden Gloves
Tournament of Champions in
Brooklyn, in 1951, paved the way
for him to fight in the national
finals at Madison Square Garden.
In the "Big Garden" Guido won
his first fight, drew a bye in the
second, and faced the national
flyweight champ, Sharkey Lewis of
Pittsburgh. Lewis KO'd Guido in
the second round and he suffered
the first knockout of his career.
In 1952 Guido entered the University of Maryland, and after fighting for three years with the University of Maryland collegiate team, he
returned to the Carolinas Golden
Gloves circuits. He won the open
featherweight championship crown
in Sioux City, Iowa, in 1954, and
after several more impressive fights

retired from the ring as a champion,
at the age of 20, after 13 years'
boxing. He had won 118 of 126
fights and had a room full of gleaming trophies to prove it.
Visiting Guido at his modest
apartment on Augusta Road the
other day, I was conscious that he
is the same soft-spoken fellow I had
always known. I marveled that 13
years' hard fighting had changed
nothing except the shape of his
nose. Quiet and easygoing, he remembered the "good ole days"
with me as we thumbed through his
scrapbook and looked over his trophies.
Today Guido, who operates
Capri's Restaurant on Augusta
Road, admits that "Pop has been
the greatest influence in my life. He
taught me to walk and he picked
me up when my spirits were low. In
my book, my pop is a real champ."

Bobby G. Thompson is a free-lance
writer from Greenville.
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t was the year 1791-two years
after the northwestern part of
the state had been divided into
Pendleton and Greenville counties.
Since the Revolutionary War the
rush of settlers into this newly
opened territory ( comprised of the
present Greenville, Anderson,
Oconee and Pickens counties) had
resulted in a mushrooming population. Now, in 1791, Gov. Charles
Pinckney decided to form a new
judicial district in the backcountry
until that time a part of Ninety Six
District. He named the new district
Washington District after President
George Washington, who visited in
South Carolina that year and was

beneath, a large hotel and a number
of stores and homes eventually
grew up along the two main thoroughfares, named Federal and
Pinckney streets. The hotel served
as a post office and stagecoach
stop.
When Washington District became a congressional as well as a
judicial district in 1793, Pickensville grew in importance and influence. It became the gathering
place for numerous Low-Country
families who summered there
and many lavish parties, banquets
and political rallies took place
at the Pickensville hotel. Perhaps
this pioneer village might have

When Pickens County observes
South Carolina's Tricentennial the
week of November 1 to 6, attention
in the state will be focused on the
colorful history of Easley, Pickens,
Clemson, Central and other Pickens
County communities, recalling the
days when this was a part of South
Carolina's last frontier. One of the
highlights of the week will be a tour
of historic homes to be conducted
November 1 to 2 by the Pendleton
District Historical and Recreational
Commission in cooperation with
the Pickens County Tricentennial
Committee.
Opened to the public at this time
will be such landmarks as the home

HISTORIC HOMES IN
PICKENS COUNTY

By Beth Ann Klosky

entertained by the governor.
A commission composed of Gen.
Andrew Pickens, Col. Robert
Anderson, Capt. Robert Maxwell,
John Bowen, James Harrison, Maj.
John Ford and John Hallum was
appointed by Gov. Pinckney to select a site for the district courthouse. Thus it was that the pioneer
settlement known as Pickensville,
earliest seat of district government
in the backcountry, was founded
near the boundary line of the two
counties in what is now a part of
Pickens County. The village was located on 60 acres of land deeded to
the commission by Brig. Gen.
Char 1es Cotesworth Pinckney, a
cousin of the governor, and his
second wife Mary, with the Pinckneys' reserving six acres for themselves.
Originally the town was called
Rockville, but the name was soon
changed by popular demand to
Pickensville in honor of Gen. Andrew Pickens. Within the next few
years the settlement became a thriving little community. In addition to
a log courthouse, built upon a foundation of solid granite, and a jail
with a dungeon dug out of the rock
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grown to be one of the leading
cities in upper South Carolina had
Washington District survived, but in
1798 the increasing population of
the backcountry prompted division
of the district into two new districts, Pendleton and Greenville.
Pickensville was in Pendleton
County, and when district court
was moved to a more central location at Pendleton Village, Pickensville began to decline. After a disastrous fire destroyed the abandoned
courthouse and a number of the
stores and homes, many of the residents moved away. Eventually the
once-lively little community became a ghost town.
Today no sign of early Pickensville remains to tell its story. However, in later years, long after Pendleton District passed into oblivion,
another town was founded near the
historic site. This was the town of
Easley, a bustling modern-day community which will soon be a century old. Although it was not
founded until after the Civil War,
Easley takes pride in a heritage dating back to the days when this area
was the center of government for
the backcountry.

of Robert Elliott Holcombe, first
mayor-or intendant-of Easley. It
was on Holcombe's land that the
town of Easley was founded.
Robert Holcombe, born in 1823,
was the son of William Holcombe
and grew up at Pickensville. He
eventually became a large landowner in the area. When the railroad came through in 1873, Hol-

-Photos by William E. Payne

Homestead Hall or the Hagood-Mauldin
House (above) has withstood not only
the strains of 142 years but a dismantling
and relocation as well. The drawing room
(left) retains its traditional furnishings.

combe received permission to build
a depot for the railroad on his own
land and at his own expense, and
served as the first depot agent_
After completing the depot he built
himself a home and a store in the
vicinity. A few months later Holcombe and other citizens took
action to found a town. A survey
was made and several streets were
laid out, with the property being
divided into business and residential
lots.
When the town of Easley was

chartered in 187 4, it was proposed
that it be named Holcombe, honoring its first citizen, but Robert Holcombe declined the honor and suggested that it be named for Gen.
William K. Easley, who was instrumental in securing the railroad line.
Holcombe was a man of many
firsts in the development of Easley.
Not only was he the town's first
citizen but also the first postmaster
and first merchant. He represented
Pickens County in the House of
Representatives in 1863-64 and was
a member of the first board of
county commissioners created after
the Civil War. A man of many interests, he was at various times a
farmer, miller, auctioneer and
magistrate.
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- Photos by Harold Rogers

The Holcombe home was the
first brick house to be built in the
vicinity. The bricks that went into
the building of the stately mansion
are handmade and sun-cured, and
the walls are 14 inches thick. In
later years the spacious house became the Mountain View Hotel and
served this function for many years.
It then became the residence of Dr.
and Mrs. Rufus Franklin Smith; the
house was inherited by the Smiths'
son, Lloyd Hollingsworth Smith,
and is presently the home of his
widow.
Rockland, childhood home of
Gen. William K. Easley, for whom
the town of Easley was named, is
another interesting landmark.
Named for the rocky terrain that
was characteristic of the land bef ore pasturage was developed,
Rockland was built by John Allen
Easley Sr., pioneer resident of the
Pickensville-Easley area. In 1823
-Photo courtesy Pendleton District Historical and Recreational Commission
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Upper left: Rockland, the childhood home of Gen. William King Easley. Lower left: The original
Easley home, built in 1824. Above: The Holcombe House, made of homemade, sun-cured brick.

John Easley married Elizabeth
( Betty) King, daughter of John
King Sr., close friend of President
George Washington and a marshall
on Washington's staff. The first
Easley home was a two-room log
cabin which Easley built in 1824 on
a hill overlooking Georges Creek.
An early industrial community
grew up around the Easley plantation. A merchant mill, a wagon
factory, and a tanyard located near
the shoals of Georges Creek, not far
from Roberts Gun Factory, were
operated by Easley.
The small log cabin served as the
Easley family home until 1840. In
the spring of that year John Easley
built a larger house 100 feet north
of the cabin. The house originally
consisted of four rooms but was
gradually enlarged in a most unusual manner. Five different levels
of the house open off the stair
landing in the hall.
William King Easley, one of a
family of eight sons and daughters,
became a lawyer. As the local attorney for the Atlanta and CharNovember 1970

lotte Airline Railway Co., Gen. Easley induced the people of Pickens
County to offer the railway company $100,000 in bonds if it would
route the railroad through Pickens
County. The company accepted the
proposal, and in April 1873, the
first locomotive to travel through
Pickens County made the trip from
Greenville to Easley.
Today the historic Easley homestead is the residence of Mr. and
l\1rs. William Lowndes Jr., who purchased it in 194 7 and have faithfully preserved it. In the beautiful
grove surrounding the house are
cedars, hemlocks and spruces said
to be over 200 years old.
One of the most vivid reminders
of the pioneer days in the backcountry is the log cabin home of
Col. Benjamin Hagood, prominent
early settler and state legislator.
Hagood represented Pickens
County (then comprised of both
Pickens and Oconee counties) in
the South Carolina House from
1828 to 1834. From 1840 to 1842
he represented the Pickens-Oconee

area in the South Carolina Senate.
Born in Edgefield District in
1776, Benjamin Hagood was the
son of the first James Hagood and
member of a prominent LowCountry family. In the early 1800s
he was granted several hundred
acres of land in the northern part of
what was then Pendleton District
( Twelve Mile section of Pickens
County) and settled on the plantation, bringing his slaves with him.
In this beautiful section of the
Blue Ridge foothills he built a log
house of hand-hewn heart of pine
two feet wide. Nails and other hardware were made on the plantation.
The sturdy cabin weathered the
storms of many years, a symbol of
pioneer days long gone. It probably
would have been left to decay had
it not been for Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Davis and their son Bill who purchased the cabin and moved it from
Brown Mountain to the backyard
of their home just off U.S. 178,
south of the town of Pickens.
Restoration of the Hagood cabin
has been a project of the Davis fani17

ily for several years, and today it
provides an authentic picture of a
pioneer home in the backcountry,
complete with crude furniture typical of a settler's cabin. The walls,
rafters and door hinges are original,
and the doors, windows and the
outside chimney were replaced with
as much original material as possible.
Of particular interest is the cons truc ti on of the cabin corners
which are formed of rounded , flattened logs, mitered and precisely
fitted in dovetail manner. The large
stone fireplace that dominates one
of the rooms has been equipped
with old kitchenware, and an old
charcoal iron said to have been used
by slaves is also on display.
Homestead Hall, which dates
back to 1828, is still another early
home to be shown during the Tricentennial tour. By an Act of 1827
old Pendleton District was divided
into Anderson and Pickens counties
and the town of Old Pickens was
founded as the Pickens County
seat. The village was located on a

hill overlooking the Keowee River.
It was there, shortly after the vil1age was founded, that James
Hagood built a home known as
Homestead Hall. Old Pickens remained the county seat for some 40
years; however, in 1868 Pickens
County was divided into two counties, Pickens and Oconee, and a new
town of Pickens was founded
nearer the center of the county.
When Old Pickens was abandoned
James Hagood moved his home to
the new town. Every piece of the
house was carefully taken apart and
numbered, then accurately reassembled at the new site . These
numbers, the wooded pegs and
mortised joints can still be seen.
Homestead Hall is a one-story
structure of Greek Revival architecture, with five chimneys and a
columned portico reminiscent of
early Carolina country homes. In
later years it was the home of Judge
T .J. Mauldin and his wife, the
daughter of Benjamin Hagood. Today it is the residence of Mrs. Irma
Morris and presents much the same

appearance as when it was first
erected at Old Pickens.
From the time of early Pickensville to the days when U.S . Vice
President and Senator John C. Calhoun made his home at Fort Hill,
Pickens County's most famous historic shrine, this northwestern section of the state played an important part in early South Carolina
history. In 1540, de Soto came this
way in search of silver and gold.
Other early explorers left records in
which they wrote of the beauty and
enchantment of the rolling hill
country, once the home of the
Cherokee Indians and still rich in
Indian legend and lore.
Those who visit Pickens County
today will find it is still a land of
beauty and enchantment, where the
colorful history of the past combines with modern agriculture and
industry to make it one of the most
interesting areas in upper South
Carolina.

Beth Ann Klosky is a free-lance
writer from Anderson.
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OYSTER TIME IN CAROLINA
By Frank Montgomery
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a larger heap.
In from the coast a way the folks
have their barbecue and Brunswick red-apparently couldn't wait for state ' s coastline, where large
stew, while the highland dwellers the days of summer to shorten mounds· of debris-covered oyster
swear by their squirrel stew and before taking off on their jaunts to shells piled there by them still reother epicurean delights of like the coast country to indulge in main.
nature. Just so, tidewater denizens, their inordinate fondness for the
Though few and far between,
every man jack of 'em, are fanat- oysters with which the sounds and those South Carolinians who have
ically loyal to their oyster roasts. creeks everywhere were then filled yet to acquire a taste for the sucScarcely a week skims by in fall to overflowing. Whole tribes, it's culent oyster are wont upon
that these good folk don't get to- said, would gather at predetermined occasion to make fun of those who
gether for a weekend to feast hap- rendezvous points on the coast have. They take one look at the
pily upon oysters in the shell, fresh where oysters were easy to obtain freshly opened bivalves and in
from the sounds, salty and steaming and where the yaupon grew dark mock horror wonder out loud how
hot. Burned fingers and scalded and green and thick, there to gorge in the world the first oyster fancier
mouths are hazards of the rites, but themselves on the tremendous ever got up enough nerve to sample
who worries over a little thing like heaps of oysters popping and roast- one of the things. Well, nobody
that? Not your true oyster roast ing upon huge piles of brush, and to knows for sure, but whoever the
quaff bitter yaupon tea. Evidence ancient, unsung hero was he surely
devotee, you may be sure.
Even the first South Caro- of their oyster-eating may be seen must have lived a long, long time
linians-those whose skins were today in many places along the ago .
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Historically, the earth had oysters long before it had man. Fossil
oysters have been found that date
back to the Jurassic and Triassic
geologic ages-from 135 to 200
million years ago. So when man
finally did come along, those who
were fortunate enough to live near
the seashore no doubt were the first
to develop a taste for oysters. The
early Romans, according to historical account, were quite fond of the
luscious shellfish, for they not only
regularly featured them on their
festive boards but, as well, were
constantly singing their praises in
poems written 20 centuries ago. In
fact, some of the more fluent and
confirmed of the oyster fanciers
among the highborn of the day
often engaged in violent debate
over the respective merits of the
flavorsome tidbits from the various
oyster-producing areas. Some favored the shellfish gathered from
the shores of Lake Lucrinus, home
of the celebrated Roman oyster;
others leaned to those found by the
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empire's conquering legions in faraway Britain.
When the first colonists came to
South Carolina they were a little
surprised to learn that the New
World oysters they found in profusion were quite as good as, if not
better than, those they'd been used
to in their native land. But, knowing oysters, they were not at all
surprised to find that the shellfish
had been for many a moon virtually
a staple food in the diet of all the
Indian tribes near the coast. The '
redmen, the colonists discovered,
consumed them fresh, roasted and
steamed, and also dried and smoked
them in large quantities. In some
places, such a demand existed for
the smoked and dried product that
it gained a certain degree of barter-Photo by Frank Montgomery

At harvest time, docks become cluttered with the tools of the trade. Below: A
load of oysters are wheel-barrowed into a truck for region-wide distribution. Above: An
oysterman repairs his oyster tongs-two rake-like blades hinged together and mounted
on long poles. Right: Oystermen separate large clusters into singles for market.
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ing value in local trading circles.
Since oysters are found in almost
all of South Carolina's tidal sounds
and estuaries, although numerous
such places are now closed because
of polluted water, it is but natural
that settlers along the state's coast
were the first to develop a fondness
for oysters, especially when
steamed or roasted in the shell. But,
with the passage of time, the fame
of the delicious shellfish spread far
inland and demand for them in
shucked-out form is now practically
insatiable and statewide.
-Photos by Richard Taylor
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As a consequence, supplying the
demand for South Carolina oysters
is a lucrative occupation for many
of the state's fishermen who harvest
locally some 350,000 bushels annually, with a value of close to a
half million dollars. According to
state fishery officials, 40 per cent
of South Carolina oysters are
canned, 30 per cent shucked raw
and the remainder sold in the shell.
Although some oysters are taken
along the entire stretch of coast,
the best producing areas in the state
now, in general, extend northward

from Charleston to the Santee
River.
With few exceptions, the state
owns and leases to oystermen all
oyster beds and, in an effort to
maintain and increase the supply of
oysters, state law requires all fishermen to "plant" 65 bushels of shell
each year on each acre they have
under lease. These shells are known
as cultch, and are for the purpose
of catching oyster spat, or oyster
spawn, and furnish the young oyster with a place where it can settle
down and set about the business of
growing its shell. With the great
upsurge in activity in the field of
mariculture, the science of raising
shellfish and other kinds of seafood
under controlled conditions, much
interest is being shown in state
fishery circles in the feasibility of
planting cultured seed oysters in
areas favorable to growth to marketable size. An interesting development in this plan is the suspension
of such seed oysters in baskets from
floating platforms, or rafts, where
they may grow into adult oysters
clear of the bottom. Fishery officials say the shellfish grow faster if
handled in this manner and suffer
fewer mortalities during growth.
South Carolina oysters, in common with those found in other
states, grow under greatly diversified conditions. They do well in
areas of both high and low salinity.
Generally speaking, however, they
thrive best where there is a mixture
of both fresh and salt water, which
contains some 15 to 25 parts of salt
per thousand-as compared with
seawater's salt content of from 35
to 37 parts-per-thousand. But
wherever it grows, the oyster wages
a constant fight for survival against
many and varied enemies. Two of
the most destructive are the oyster
borer and the boring sponge, especially in waters of high salinity.
Other enemies are crabs, conchs,
worms, starfish and, rather curiously, red drum. Drum cruise about
oyster beds picking up small oysters
and crunching them to bits with
their powerful teeth, while the starfish forces the bivalve's shell open
21

in oyster meats are useful in preventing nutritional anemia. Calcium
and phosphorus, essential to
healthy bone development, and
iodine, vital to the proper functioning of the thyroid gland, are all
present in oyster meats. The seafood also contains many of the
essential vitamins and a particularly
nutritive form of protein. Glycogen, a substance similar to starch, is
present in oysters and is digestible
even when uncooked.
Now and then, although South
Carolina oysters are not too often
involved, oysters with an abnormal
coloring are found. Such coloring
may be green, brown or black.
Greening may be due to the presence of a certain kind of diatom in
the bivalve's diet, in which case the
color is limited to the gills. But if
such greening is caused by an excess
of copper, the entire oyster will be
colored. Such oysters are not inedible, but it must be admitted that it
does occasionally give them a coppery taste.

Because oysters are eaten both
cooked and raw, strict sanitary
regulations are enforced pertaining
to the waters from which they are
harvested. Water samples from
oyster-producing areas are taken
regularly, and whenever contamination in such areas is found to be
excessive they are forthwith closed
to further oystering. Not only is it
against the law to sell oysters from
closed bottoms; they cannot be
taken for individual consumption,
either. However, in some instances,
and under supervision, oysters may
be taken from polluted waters and
replanted in clean areas where, after
the proper length of time, they may
be harvested.
Oysters, of course, have always
been highly regarded not only for
their value as a delicious food but
also for their shells. Comparatively
speaking, although the great piles of
them to be seen at any oystershucking plant in the state would
seem to indicate otherwise, the
amount of such shell available for

sale is small. As noted, a large proportion of them are returned to
oyster bottoms to serve as cultch
for the growing of a new crop of
the bivalves. But in the old days it
was a different matter altogether.
Farmers near the coast had plentiful supplies of oyster shells and
these they fired in great mounds to
obtain lime for their farmland.
And, as most coastal folk know,
untold quantities were used in
building the once-familiar shell
roads that greatly facilitated travel
in the old days.
Of course, and quite understandably, few, if any, of the
dyed-in-the-wool oyster fanciers are
much interested in the shell that
yields their favorite seafood; it's
what's inside that counts. Give
them that, and chances are good
that they'll gladly turn over the rest
to anybody who might be interested.

Frank A. Montgomery Jr. is from
Wilmington, North Carolina.
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The Old Refor mer
By John Bigham

he ancient piece of artillery on
the west side of Anderson's
public square seems to guard the
nearby Confederate monument and
the venerable courthouse a short
distance away. The old field piece
has not spoken in anger or otherwise for many a year; nonetheless,
the silent brass cannon, labeled
"The Old Reformer" during a
period of crisis nearly a century
ago, has served through the long
years to remind Andersonians of a
rich and enduring heritage.
The story behind the old cannon,
which though mute now was not
always so, is of special interest during this Tricentennial year. Tradition says it was brought into the
section from the fortifications at
Ninety Six sometime after the end
of the Revolution. A battery of
militia at Starr, in Anderson
County, used the cannon for many
years as their only piece of artillery.
Fired at musters and on other occasions, the gun got a special workout when the governor came up
from Columbia to inspect militia
units.

T
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Local history adds that the piece
spoke in thunderous tones as the
people of Anderson heard of the
passing of the Ordinance of Secession; later it was fired to celebrate
Southern victories during the War
Between the States.
The old gun was silent during the
gloomy years which followed defeat for the Confederacy, but in the
hectic Red Shirt Campaign of 1876
it was brought out to herald the
victory of Wade Hampton and his
followers.
The excitement of '76 past, the
old cannon disappeared from sight
and mind for a number of years.
Fortunately a local citizen rediscovered it half buried in the ground
near the railroad station. This enterprising gentleman placed the gun on
his lawn and there it rested until
the DAR ladies spotted this relic of
ancient times. With patriotic enthusiasm they secured the suddenly
revered artillery piece and placed it
in a prominent location on North
Main Street.
The old cannon's stay in a conspicuous spot was short-lived be-

cause modern times in the form of
the automobile age came to Anderson. The city fathers considered the
gun a traffic hazard and shunted
it off to a less-prominent abiding
place. There for awhile it languished, unsung and practically unknown.
However, better times for the
ancient and honorable piece were
ahead. Around 1920 Foster Fant,
serving his first term as mayor of
the city of Anderson, led a move
that rescued The Old Reformer
from an ignoble and obscure locale
and settled it for all time and eternity, as far as we know, on the west
side of the public square.
In such a conspicuous spot the
old brass cannon, of British make
and believed to have been used by
both sides in the Revolution, joins
two other Anderson landmarks.
Along with the Confederate monument, erected in 1901, and the picturesque courthouse, built in 1898,
the artillery piece adds a flavor of
the old to much that is new in the
bustling and prosperous upstate
city.
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What has been written to this
point is well supplemented by the
inscription on the carriage of the
old gun. It reads as follows:
Though not engaged in actual
warfare since the Revolutionary
War, when it was used by both the
American and the British army, this
old cannon has had much to do
with the making of South Carolina
history. It came into this section
first in 1814, in charge of the military forces of this district and was
later used with great enthusiasm in
general and camp musters.
In 1860 it was used with won-
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derful effect in spreading the news
of South Carolina's secession and in
rallying the manhood of this
section to the cause so dear to the
southern heart.
In 1876, when the Democrats of
the state determined to wrest control from carpetbaggers, this old
piece was again called into service,
and with it the shot was fired that
reverberated from the mountains to
the seas, in truth, it was during
these trying days that it was christened The Old Reformer. For the
service it then helped so nobly to
perform it is hoped that it may be
preserved.

The fond wish of Mayor
Fant-and others in authority at the
time-that The Old Reformer be
preserved has certainly been fulfilled. The ancient cannon has
maintained its vigil on the public
square for 50 years, and even a hint
that it be removed to some other
location might well engender a conflict as spectacular as those in
which it served.

John Bigham is a free-lance writer
from Columbia.
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or several months each year, the
population of Camden is increased by a group of temporary
residents-"the horse people" and
the beautiful thoroughbreds with
which they work.
Theirs is a fast-paced, hardworking and exhilarating way of
life, training some of the world's
most valuable horseflesh and traveling to and from racetracks throughout the nation. Their fans are everywhere, including Camden, a famous
winter training ground where thousands of dedicated sportsmen and
amateur observers alike gather to

F
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view thrilling and distinctive steeplechase races.
A specialized form of horse racing, the steeplechase is run over a
course beset with obstacles, particularly hedges and fences. The
thundering racing and graceful
jumping provide excitement for
riders and spectators. Because of
the special skills steeplechasing demands, many dedicated horsemen
prefer it to the more widely known
flat racing, run on a course without
obstacles.
Since 1930 the annual Carolina
Cup has attracted increasing crowds

from all parts of the nation for the
one-day spring hunt race meeting at
Camden's Springdale Course. Marking the end of winter training, the
Cup is one of the first steeplechase
meets of the racing season. The
Springdale track offers unique
challenges in that it is this country's, and possibly the world's, only
two and three quarter mile course
to offer 1 7 different jumps, none
repeated, for a major race.
This month, November 14,
American and foreign thoroughbreds will compete in a new and
unique race in Camden, the ColoSandlapper

nial Cup, a highlight of South Carolin a' s Tricentennial celebration.
Speculation is running high that
among the spectators from all parts
of the world may be England's
Queen Mother Elizabeth who received a personal visit and invitation from Gov. Robert McNair this
summer.
The country's richest purse in
steeplechasing-$100,000-is being
offered, adding to the keen excitement of American entries competing with over 40 top foreign racers
from England, France, Ireland,

cords indicating an annual race day
as early as 1802. Even in preRevolutionary times Camdenites
had been noted for skill in horsemanship, no doubt a most important attribute in the colonial Up
Country.
In Reconstruction years racing
was discontinued until revived in
the late 1920s by members of the
Camden Hunt Club. Their interest
was in steeplechasing, the form of
racing which had been begun two
centuries earlier by Irish fox
hunters, challenging one another

this featured race is perpetual, each
year's winner being given a replica.
The "cup" is an outstanding example of Queen Anne silver, made
in Ireland in 1702. Intrinsically, the
trophy is the most valuable in
American racing.
While steeplechasing has remained an important pastime in
Camden, the local training fields are
as important as the racecourse.
Each year from November to midMarch, some 285 thoroughbreds,
with their grooms, jockeys, trainers
and owners, arrive in Camden for

Camden's Cup Runneth Over
By Joan Inabinet
Northern Ireland, Scotland, Switzerland, West Germany, Australia,
Canada and New Zealand.
Raymond Woolfe Sr., coordinator and general manager for both
the Carolina Cup and the Colonial
Cup, sees the new race as an important step forward for American
steeplechasing. "Throughout this
country, the flat race is more popular because it has been so highly
commercialized," he says. "The
public as a whole is not as familiar
with steeplechasing and therefore
has not supported it as it has the
flat race."
However, Woolfe believes that
the lucrative purse and the foreign
competition in the Colonial Cup
will boost the sport in America,
both by educating the spectator
and by encouraging participants.
Woolfe, a veteran of the racing
world both as a former top amateur
jockey and a well-known trainer, is
supported in this belief by many
others. Seventy-six individuals and
institutions pledged financial backing for the race. Thus, while the
event is a feature of the state's
300th birthday celebration, no
state funds are being used.
Horsemanship has long been
admired in Camden, the first reNovember 1970

over natural obstacles in the countryside until they reached a familiar
landmark such as a church steeple.
Two Camden Hunt members,
Harry Kirkover and Ernest Woodward, acquired the land of an
old local racetrack and here constructed the present-day steeplechase course. The first Carolina Cup
was held in 1930. The trophy for

winter training. Although hard
work continues throughout the
season, compared to the demanding
pace of the racing months, the
winter is as idle as is possible in this
way of life. Due to the more re-

Below: Breeder Raymond Guest's highly
touted Irish Gold Cup winner, L'Escargot.
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An elegant, dashing long patch
wrap skirt. Perfect for the holiday
season-it's fun and good cheer. A
most unique Christmas gift or an
exciting feature for your own holiday wardrobe.
Hand made in the valley of
Virginia exclusively for us.
As shown-cotton patches at
$29 .95.
Also available in multicorduroy patch at $36.95 or
brocade patch at $58.95.
Sizes: Small (7-9) Medium (11-14)
Add $1.00 pastage and ins. in S.C.
Specify free gift wrap if desired.
Christmas delivery in S.C .
guaranteed on orders received
prior to December 10.
Write for free catalogue.
A SHOP FOR PAPPAGALLO
3501 N. MAIN ST.
COLUMBIA, S.C. 29203
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laxed conditions, work begins later
than usual in the morning: As a
rule, it is 7 a.m. before training is in
full swing during winter, whereas
during the racing season work
begins at 4 or 5 a.m.
Some of the most famous American and foreign horses have trained
in Camden; the U.S. Equestrian
Team also has trained here on several occasions for Olympic competition. Seeing the beautiful horses
being put through their paces is a
pleasure for local citizens, who enjoy stopping by to watch training
progress.
Breeding, training and racing can
be heartbreaking and/or thrilling, depending on skill and on
chance, the anticipation of favorable results giving the sport excitement for all who participate. Obviously, for the owner it is an expensive operation. Ray Woolfe estimates conservatively that the
minimum cost of equipping and
training a racehorse for one season
is $7,500.
In steeplechasing, the sport
which Woolfe loves most and which
is of major interest in Camden,
expenses can run even higher and
the monetary return is invariablyless than in flat racing. In America,
of the 45,000 thoroughbreds in
training only about one in 90 can
master the difficult technique of
jumping. Also, due to the smaller
number of steeplechase meets,
there are fewer chances to win a
purse or prize, and the value of
these awards is less than in flat
racing.
The Colonial Cup hopes to
amend some of these inequities.
Response to the new race has far
exceeded expectations. Abroad, the
Cup has received enthusiastic and
even envious press, especially regarding the $100,000 purse, a figure
equaled only in France for steeplechasing.
At the Springdale Course special
jumps have been designed, Woolfe
says, to be as fair as possible to
both American and foreign entries.
Types of fences used in racing vary
from country to country, and the

new fence is a kind of compromise
to equalize chances for all competitors.
Some of the nation's most prestigious figures in racing are heading
the Colonial Cup Committee.
Honorary chairman is Gov. Robert
McNair. Mrs. Marion duPont Scott,
owner of Springdale Course, is committee chairman. One of the bestkn own personalities in steeplechasing, Mrs. Scott, of Montpelier,
Virginia, and Camden, is noted as a
breeder of top racers, including
Battleship who won both American
and English Grand Nationals.
Committee members also include
Raymond Guest, John Hanes and
Paul Mellon. Guest, a former U.S.
Ambassador to Ireland and a cousin
of Sir Winston Churchill, was a
well-known polo player in the
1930s. Steward of the National
Steeplechase and Hunt Association,
he is noted horse breeder and racer.
His L'Escargot, Irish Gold Cup winner, will be a top contender in the
Colonial Cup.
Hanes, a former Undersecretary
of the U.S. Treasury, has also made
numerous contributions to racing.
He helped form the New York
Racing Association and served as its
president. He has also been president of the National Steeplechase
and Hunt Association, the governing body for the Colonial Cup.
Banking executive Mellon, president of the National Art Galleries
and the Old Dominion Foundation,
and owner of an important breeding and racing stable, rounds out
the committee of top racing personalities.
Gate admission to the Colonial
Cup event is $3. The first race
begins at 2 p.m., but gates will open
earlier in the morning for spectators
who wish to find good locations for
parking and picnicking. For both
old fans and new, the race honoring
South Carolina's Tricentennial offers the excitement and hospitality
traditionally associated with steeplechasing in Camden.
Joan Inabinet is a free-lance writer
from Camden.
Sand lapper

THE NECTARS OF BLENHEIM

By Addison Barker
ippy grape, frosty orange, tingling strawberry and bouncy
ginger-these are the flavors of
the nectars of Blenheim. The magical tastes put into bottles by the
Blenheim Bottling Works result
from the blending of pure water
from an artesian spring with liberal
portions of syrup.
If you travel through Blenheim,
South Carolina (located south of
Bennettsville on S.C. 38), at faster
than a horse-and-buggy pace, you
may miss the entire hamlet-(pop.
90). No one really knows how the
community got its name. The most
plausible explanation is that since
Marlboro County honors the title
of the famous English duke, perhaps this village was named for his
place of residence, Blenheim. Since
the community itself is relatively
obscure, you could hardly be
expected to notice Blenheim

Z
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Below : The mineral content of the water from the artesian well (foreground)
gives the soft drinks of the Blenheim Bottling Works their distinctive flavors.

-Photos by J orn J. Edwards
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Bottling Works, a 66-year-old soft
drink plant which serves customers
in four South Carolina counties-Marlboro, Chesterfield, Darlington
and Horry-as well as pop fanciers
across the North Carolina state line
in Scotland County. The brick
building which houses the operation is situated in a glade on an
undesignated street about 600
yards from the center of the village.
The people living in the territory
covered by the company are well
aware of the plant's existence, however, and they attest to the excellence of Blenheim sodas. There are,
Left: The 23-year-old bottling machine
shuffles bottles along production line.
Above: Ginger ale is crated and stacked .

of course, varied preferences as to
flavor. Some people prefer grape
which they say has an autumn tang;
others prefer the strawberry, while
the bottling-plant owner favors the
orange. But the pride of the Blenheim production line, the ginger ale,
enjoys the best year-round sales.
The bottling works is a low-key
operation, with production activity
on Tuesdays and Wednesdays and,
if there is an extraordinary demand
for its products, the company will
work another half day during the
week. There is no advertising
campaign, and the Blenheim displays in stores constantly run the
risk of being submerged by those of
large competitors. Nevertheless, the
current success of the company, a
credit to the beverages' unusual
flavors, is evidence of happy customers.
"We do pretty well in summer,"
observes Dick Woodard, plant
manager, "but, except for our ginger ale, in winter .... " He merely
Sand lap per

shrugs his shoulders.
Brenda H. Furr of Cheraw, the
proprietor of Blenheim Bottling, is
the only other company official.
Commenting on the size of her
plant, she states, "To the best of
my knowledge, this is the smallest
bottling works in the country."
Mrs. Furr likes to recount the
interesting historical background of
Blenheim Bottling. The discovery
of the artesian spring might well be
called "The Tale of the Lost-andFound Shoe." According to the
story, James Spears, an American
soldier pursued by the British in
1781, dropped a shoe in a waterhole during his escape. Returning a
few days later, he relocated the
shoe and, since he was traveling at a
more leisurely pace, paused long
enough to notice that the water had
mineral content. More than a century elapsed, however, before some
enterprising citizens of Blenheim
built a bottling plant at the site in
1904. After its initial success, the
business experienced later setbacks

and J.C. Hubbard purchased the
plant at auction for $1,500 in
1921. Mrs. Furr is the granddaughter of Hubbard.
The pure water from the artesian
spring is pumped into the plant,
where it is blended with commercially-prepared syrups to produce the tasty Blenheim sodas. The
present bottling machinery, of
1947 vintage, can process up to
3,600 bottles an hour at peak efficiency, according to its operator,
Buddy Prince. The returnable bottles (the company uses both returnables and no-returns) have the
mineral content of the water
stamped noticeably on them.
Mrs. Furr, an attractive 24-yearold blonde alumna of Converse
College, remarks that while her
college degree is not in the field of
business she has learned much
about the business world as owner
of the bottling works. Among other
things, she has discovered that
competitors are not always of the
highest scruples. One competitor

sought to put a crimp in the operations by collecting and hoarding all
the returnable bottles. (The bottles
are purchased from a supplier at 15
cents each.)
If there are unanticipated problems in her days at the plant, there
is also the chance on occasion to
observe an equally unexpected
humorous incident: "Yes, besides
enjoying the bottling machine at
work, we sometimes see funny
sights outside the plant. I'll never
forget the day when a motorist
drove up to the spring and gave his
car a three-hour artesian wash."
In a world of large industries
geared to a fast tempo, the Blenheim Bottling Works, which does
not have even the service of a telephone, may seem Lilliputian by
comparison. But the fact remains
that the nectars of Blenheimgrape, orange, strawberry and
ginger-are the real things.

Addison Barker is a free-lance writer
from Florence.

You can own a Rondette in the
prime ski area of North Carolina for
about $300 a year.
$300 a year. We figure it thi s way: You buy a
one-bedroom house in Mill Ridge for as little as
$ 10,000. With 100% financing available on the
house to qualified purchasers. Your lot will run
you around $3000 .
And about the $300 per year.
It's a matter of smart investing. You use your
house for skiing in the wi nter, cooling off in the
su mm er. And during any in-between times let
us take care of renting it for you.
In this way you r tax she lter, along with your
equity build-up and the income you receive
from rentals, reduces the total net cost to you to
approximately $300 a year.
And that's on ly the beginni ng of a beautiful
story. Mill Ridge is a rolling , shaded piece of
land located on Hi ghway 105 in the middle of
of the best ski areas in the Southeast.
Championship golf courses, fishing spots, and
all sorts of entertainment are within minutes of
your house . Plus, there are plans for a complete
clubhouse, year-round swimming pool , tennis
courts, ice skati ng day or night right in the
Mill Ridge community.
And the house: It's the perfect combination
of rustic and modern . A house with plenty of
rusti c atmosphere. Made more livable with
modern convenie nces.
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You choose between a ranch style home or
the new round-shaped Rondette. With one,
two, or three bedrooms. (Or begin with one and
add a couple of extra bedrooms later.) And with
either style home, you can be sure that you 're
getting an extremely well-bui lt, comp lete ly
insulated home. Spacious living quarters,
plentiful storage space, sun deck, tiled bath and
shower, luxurious shag carpeting, all-electric
kitchen, and 30-gallon high recovery water
heater. They're all standard equipment.

And as icing on the cake, the fi rst 50
homeowners will receive a year's free greens
fees at Mountain Glen Golf Course.
Your own home in Mill Ridge . At $300 a year,
it's a steal.

Mill Ridge Developers. Inc.
A house in the mountains for people who want
to make money, not spend it.

-,

I'm interested in a smart investment. Send me more information.

I

Name ____________________________

Address-----------------------City

I
I

L

State

Zip _ _ _ _ __

Mail to Mill Ridge Developers, Inc., Box 171 , Banner Elk, N. C. 28604.
Telephone 704/963-5300
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THE CHARLESTON
TRICENTENNIAL
PAVILION TURNS
BACK TIME
By Tom Hamrick

A

12-year-old boy listened,
laughed and launched into a
self-conscious jig outside the
three-foot-wide clear plastic stalactite suspended from the ceiling nine
feet overhead and encasing him
from shoulders up.
The music of the Roaring Twenties which poured into the tube
from a tape recording was for his
ears alone. But momentarily, the
onlookers nearby-out of earshotmade him the center of attention in
the sprawling midst of the natural
and man-made splendor which is
the $3-million Tricentennial exposition park at the 300-year-old
Charles Town landing site. Then,
because the acre-square, two-tiered
pavilion and hub of the exposition
is rich in competing attractions,
spectators in the plush, bluecarpeted basement turned their
interest to the relics and remembrances of three centuries of the
state's progress on display about
them. The star attraction in the
basement of the iron-and-concrete,
modern-as-tomorrow exhibit hall is
unquestionably any of the 10
"sound pods" providing listeners
with telephone booth privacy as the
sounds the state has heard through
the years-from Indian chants to
spirituals to fragments of stage
plays long forgotten-are respectively poured into each plastic
sheath.
The pavilion, more a collection
of hand-picked memories of things
past than a museum, commands the
center of a 184-acre early American
landing site area and is dedicated to
32

both yesterday and the future. The
South Carolina Tricentennial
Commission tried to marry both
worlds, and for many observers it
has succeeded fully in its effort.
"We planned to stay only 30
minutes in the pavilion," complained a lady from Dubuque,
Iowa, who two hours later was trying vainly to corral a family of five
so immovably absorbed with the
temple's papers, pictures and artifacts that "we just couldn't break
away."
Her complaint has become the
routine, park officials contend.

Since the center and the mammoth
park surrounding it were officially
opened in July-after several less
official, segmented dedications-its
thousands of visitors seven days a
week find the exhibit hall a thief of
time far beyond morning or afternoon plans. One-hour expeditions,
as initially projected, frequently
become daylong expeditions.
The pavilion is the heart of the
multi-million-dollar project designed to put some of the state's
history on view and also to serve as
a long-remembered, bargain-priced
attraction for tourists. It was state
funds well invested, according to
the Charleston Trident Chamber of
Commerce, which thinks the park
may have boosted tourism revenues
by as much as $6 million a month
at summer's height. "And the
blessed beauty of it is that we now
have a truly major winter attraction, too," a chamber member
noted. "It can't do anything except
give Charleston and South Carolina
still more fame."
Visitors reach the pavilion by
way of a half-mile drive under an
archway carved through a virgin
forest of moss-bearded oaks, looking much as it did when 150 English settlers landed here in 1670. A
visitor from Wyoming called the
entire park "the best money's
worth in America. The cost for a
earful of sightseers is only a dollar,
even if the kids are crowded into
the backseat like sardines.
From a distance the pavilion
looks like a slice of bread held aloft
by 33 toothpicks. Flanking it are
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Left: Pavilion art and architecture are
mirrored on the side of a display. Above:
The ultramodern pavilion is framed by
an unspoiled natural woodland setting.

four sleek boxlike steel buildings,
equally modern, which house the
park's concession-operated sandwich shop and gift shop, the admini strati on building and a maintenance building, all fitted under a
connecting roof. A comfortable
theatre with 243 seats stands
nearby, intermittently projecting a
30-minute mood-and-history color
film on its giant screen. Audiences
universally are vocal in their praise.
Park authorities ask visitors to see
the movie before seeing the
grounds. It is free and previews
some of the sights to which they
are about to become exposed.
At the east end of the pavilion, a
short walk over red bricks, is the
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garden plot the park administration
points to with pride. It grows the
crops of times past-Sea Island cotton, indigo, rice from dry soil. Even
orange trees bloomed at the pinnacle of summer. Fronting the pavilion is a mirror-smooth, cigarshaped lagoon, against which visitors enjoy posing for family snapshots. Spoke-like trails and walkways lead out from the pavilion and
offer short strolls to the original
landing site, a majestic garden and
the animal forest, housing the wildlife of early Charleston, from puma
to wild turkeys.
It is an impressive setting for a
pavilion, although from a distance
it doesn't engender more than mild
appreciation. Thirty-six jets of
water, waltzing 25 feet high in the
wind, enwrap its four sides. One is
reminded of a typical world's fair
structure. Some Charlestonians
called the concept alien to local

architecture-and "copy-catism."
But its grandeur has won many
former enemies into its fold. "I
didn't realize the damned thing
would be this wonderful," conceded an old-line local opponent.
The captivating quality of the
pavilion begins for many visitors
after they mount the several cement steps leading to its glistening
terrazzo plain. It is capped by a
several-foot-thick roof supported
35 feet overhead by 33 steel stanchions, four massive concrete columns on a spiderwork of aluminum
and steel. The roof--aluminum
sheeting coated in felt and tar-weighs almost a quarter-million
pounds.
Seven dozen-foot-or-more-wide
plexiglass and stainless steel tubes"they look like giant glass cake
covers," a visitor described themsprout upward through the floor to
above head level. Tourists can stare
33

downward through them 15 feet
below to observe the meanderings
of other visitors on lower levels,
even down to some of the basement
displays which are visible through
the mammoth tubing.
The top deck is uncluttered and
impressive. Two huge wrought-iron
heads-Negro and white man-and a
large figure of an Indian occupy a
prominent peripheral position and

Pavilion v1s1tors enjoy a variety of exhibits. Above : A couple inspects plexiglasenclosed implements reminiscent of farming in another age. Left: Both dad and
children find something of interest. Below : Like gleaming tree trunks in an
indoor forest, a group of individual displays offers the viewer a private show.

salute the role the trio played in
South Carolina's growth. (Exhibits
throughout commemorate the contributions all three made). Nearby
are full-scale wooden models of the
steeple of St. Michael's in Charleston and the centuries-old, circularstair-mounted pulpit of the ancient
Goose Creek Anglican Church. A
genuine, 200-year-old 30-foot
shallop-an eight-man, one-masted
early Carolina creek vessel-also has
its place of honor.
A circular ramp, wide enough for
four abreast, spins downward into
34

the basement. It circumvents a
20-foot-wide wrought-iron model
of the Great Seal of the Lords Proprietors at the basement floor line.
Many descending tourists flip good
luck coins through the open face of
the seal to its pebbled base. (Students and housewives who serve as
walking information dispensers and
guides collect the money at intervals to buy refreshments.) The
entire basement is surrendered to
gleaming black plastic, housing
exhibits which took two years to
collect. Rising upward from stepSand lap per
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Above: A graceful circular ramp affords easy
access to the basement floor of the pavilion,
which is decorated with a replica of the
Great Seal of the Lords Proprietors. Below: A
mechanical belt line slowly unrolls pictures
and documents from the history of the state.
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hushing carpet is a forest of plastic
elliptic cylinders, each with a tiny
window which allows a personalized
view of its contents. There are less
than a dozen of them, but at initial
glance there seem to be many more.
Sharing space with the plexiglass
spires are table-type floor displays.
Near the entrance, to help set the
historical scene, is an eight-pronged
table display built low enough to
accommodate the grammar school
tourist. This display offers its historical wares to 50 or more visitors
simultaneously.
Within the plastic casings, all well
secured by lock, the number of artifacts on individual display has purposely been limited. Each display is
treated as though it held a crown
jewel. Some show only a single
item-an enormous expansion of an
early photograph, a line drawing or
picture, an old document or a preRevolution relic. Others offer several items-silver table and drinking
ware, rust-coated locks and hinges
dug up from the site of the first
settlers, centuries-old maps and
engravings, a copy of an early
American Bible.
Park officials dislike discussing
the values of some of the displays
in fear of robbery, even though
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armed guards are on constant nocturnal patrol. There are "so many
originals on loan, from all over the
state, and they make such tempting
prizes, worth thousands of dollars,
we hesitate to talk about costs
involved," according to Miss Lucia
Harrison, assistant to the general
manager.
In a seatless amphitheatre, which
completely encloses its 20-visitor
capacity in another stalactite of
plastic, a three-minute "still movie"
from an unmanned projector highlights the state's first 300 years.
The presentation can be seen from
the upper deck through the "cake
cover" immediately overhead.
Across the way, a broad, mechanically operated, triple belt line of
pictorial history spools itself out
and upward from its base in endless
rotation. It crawls so slowly the
audience can sponge up its enlargements of clippings, letters, old laws,
maps and etchings. As many as 30
persons can stand about the triangle

Void of any historical significance, artful
decorator flags contribute a splash of
color to the otherwise unadorned ceiling.

for simultaneous viewing without
feeling crowded.
The displays, in their collectiveness, leave nothing of South Carolina's long memory untouched. Miss
Harrison called many of the displays "monuments to the people
who played key roles in our state."
Even the pirates are returned. Stede
Bonnet, the Barbados buccaneer
executed in Charleston, is shown
swinging from the gibbet in a mammoth blowup of an old etching.
The pulpit on the upper deck
was built by a German craftsman.
The displays were designed by a
New York firm and the construction of the exhibit casings and their
placement was in the hands of
Chicago specialists. A North Carolina architectural company designed
the memory temple and its actual
construction was the work of a
Charleston corporation. A Florida
forge created the wrought-iron
work.
The entire building and its core,
except for the rare exhibits themselves, are the work of the low
bidder, park authorities explain.
But there is no evident mark of
low-bidding anywhere. "It was a

labor of love for some of these participants," Miss Harrison noted.
Because the pavilion occupies the
site of an early American Indian
village, construction was retarded
until archeologists could spoon up
its soil carefully in quest of molding
trophies. Human bones and some
relics of the redman were uncovered, and months were spent in
their examination by experienced
eyes. In addition to this, the pavilion site was the locale of a stable
and barn which had to be removed
before work could begin.
South Carolinians who visit the
pavilion and the park site are particularly impressed with its planning, its unexpected magnitude and
its native beauty. Most admit, a
park official said, "that it is about a
thousand times over what they
expected."
One Charlestonian added another
thought: "Given time for the word
to get around, this thing is going to
be worth millions of bucks in outside cash to Carolina."

Lt. Col., USA (Ret.) Tom Hamrick
is from Mt. Pleasant.

ut that's all changing now.
Snowballing its way from the
booming new skiing resorts in
North Carolina, snow skiing has
grown almost overnight from the
passion of a few Northern expatriates living in the South to the avocation of hundreds of newly
recruited fans in the Palmetto
State.
South Carolinians must still
travel to the snow, but a journey to
the slopes in western North Carolina is only a short drive from anywhere in the state. Members of
South Carolina ski clubs and thousands of individuals are expected to
schuss down the slopes this winter,
many for the first time.
"Skiing is probably the fastest
growing sport in the South," said
Patrick Treadaway Jr., vice president of the Columbia Ski Club , the
state's largest. "The first North
Carolina slope opened less than 10
years ago and last year there were
seven slopes with more than
130,000 people skiing there."
Perhaps the skiing boom is more
apparent in Atlanta than anywhere
else in the South. With ski racks on
the rear of your car the current
status symbol, the Atlanta Ski Club
has grown to the second largest in
the nation with over 2,000 members.
In addition to the Columbia
club, with more than 200 members,
the Palmetto Ski Club in Greenville
had about 100 members during the
past season and is sponsoring a
membership drive for the upcoming
season. Efforts to organize clubs are
also being made in Charleston,
Spartanburg and Aiken-North
Augusta.
'J;'he ski season usually gets
underway about the second week in
December and sometimes runs as
late as the first of April. The area's
climate and geography-low humidity combined with high altitude and
low nighttime temperatures-combine to stretch the Tar Heel
state's season and prevent bother-
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Below: Coming off the lift at Cataloochee, two skiers prepare for a swift run
down. Right: A pretty face can be distracting in any climate, even atop Beech
Mountain . Below right : Columbia clothier and ski club vice president Pat Treadaway Jr.
and wife Mary during a ski club excursion to Crested Butte, Colorado, last season.

------------

-Photo by Jim Page, N . C . Dept. of Conservation and Development

Right : Nancy and Peggy
Gottlieb on a Seven Devils
slope last season . Far right:
Hugh Robinson, president of
Columbia Ski Club, straps
wife Alice into a pair of
heavy ski boots in the Tread away Ski Shop in Columbia.
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-Photo by Clay Nolen, N.C. Dept. of Conservation and Development

some winter thaws. Elaborate snowmaking machines supplement nature's supply,. making certain that
with temperatures of below 30
degrees the resorts can open.
Treadaway, who owns what was
up until this year the "only complete ski shop" in the state, says he
sees only optimistic signs of growth
for the sport in the area. He points
to new clubs, two new ski shops
opened this year in Spartanburg
and North Augusta and to the addition of new slopes as signs of skiing's healthy condition.
"And why not? Skiing is an active sport that can appeal to all
members of a family. It's not as
expensive as most people think, and
not very dangerous. I've been skiing
for several years, and the only time
I've broken a bone is on the golf
course."
South Carolina skiers don't have
to settle for second best when they
do their skiing, either. The up-todate North Carolina resorts are
among some of the best in the eastern United States, containing the
highest ski slope east of the Rocky
Mountains. Standing 5,600 feet
above sea level at its summit and
4,700 at its base, the Beech Mountain resort at Banner Elk, North
Carolina, holds that distinction.
The oldest ski area in North
Carolina-Cataloochee-started lift-

ing skiers in 1961. Since then seven
other ski areas have been started
and several more are being planned.
Beech Mountain, the largest of
eight, completed its first full year
of operation during the past season
and has already turned 7,000 acres
into a year-round resort development.
Both the Columbia and Greenville ski clubs sponsor one-day and
weekend ski trips to North Carolina. The Columbia Ski Club often
sponsors a chartered bus for the
trip, but the Palmetto club favors
car convoys "because people don't
like to be obligated by a bus," according to club president Patricia
Hunter. The two clubs are both
sponsoring skiing trips to Europe
this season for more ambitious
members. The Palmetto group is
also planning a club trip to Colorado.
Skiing costs are what the skier
makes them. Equipment can be
rented or bought through a widely
varying price range. Ski clothes
range from the extravagantly fashionable to utilitarian. Rental fees
are under $10 a day and newcomers
are advised to rent until they are
sure they will enjoy the sport. Lift
tickets, good for the entire day,
cost about $5 to $8 at most slopes,
with rates slightly higher on weekends. Children under 12 usually pay
less for lift tickets. Many of the
resorts allow ski club members a
discount.
"Skiing is a fashionable sport,"
said Treadaway, "and most people
will want to cater to this fashion
flair. But ski clothes must be functional as well as good-looking." Ski
pants, Treadaway noted, range in
price from about $20 to $60. The
pants are essentially the same for
men and women. Ski sweaters and
parkas complete the outfit.
Skis come in prices varying from
$35 to more than $200. The more
expensive skis are usually made of
fiberglass, but all skis, whether they
are made of wood, metal or fiberglass, must have steel edges to help
cut through snow and ice. Another
important ski item is the binding.
39

Above : Two members of the younger set getting acquainted at Sugar Mountain. Above right: Ski lifts at
Beech Mountain, capable of carrying 9,000 skiers an hour,
include this colorful skis-on gondola built in Turin, Italy.
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Bindings can preveht a broken ankle if they are the type that release
under extreme pressure; otherwise
the ankle is the only thing that can
give during a fall, as is the case with
cheaper bindings.
For the person who is sure he
likes skiing, buying equipment will
be more economical in the longrun than renting, since almost all of
the sport's hardware is good for
several seasons.
Skiing to many people conjures
up mental pictures of hospitals and
reclining in bed with a leg in a cast.
This association-perpetuated by
jokes, cartoons and television-has
kept many of the naturally cautious

from trying skiing. But with proper
precautions skiing is a safe sport,
most veteran skiers say, with carelessness and impatience accounting
for almost all accidents.
"Most accidents are caused by
novices' skiing beyond their ability," said Carroll G. Holladay of
Columbia, a veteran skier arid past
president of the Columbia Ski Club.
Holladay emphasizes that safety is
"using a little common sense" and
not trying too much too soon.
Both the Columbia and Piedmont ski clubs invite instructors
from the North Carolina slopes to
address the clubs' members and any
non-member interested in skiing.

- All photos by Jim Page, N.C. Dept. of Conservation and
Development, except center photo, courtesy Beech Mountain

Left: Quaint Beech Tree Village, at the foot of the
Beech Mountain slopes, is a mixture of Swiss and Bavarian
architecture. Pedestrian-only traffic lends an old-world
flavor. Above: A solitary run down Sugar Mountain.
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-Photo by Jim Page, N.C . Dept. of Conservation & Development

And all of the resorts have profession al ski instruction available.
Lessons cost up to $10 an hour for
the first hour, with subsequent lessons usually cheaper. At least an
hour of instruction is recommended
for all beginners.
So skiing has grown from an idea
in the mind of Tom Alexander, a
dude rancher who cleared the first
ski slope at Cataloochee, to a sport
that is drawing thousands each year
to North Carolina. And one of the
reasons for this draw are the facilities themselves.
Sugar Mountain Ski Area-The
newest of the new, Sugar, near Banner Elk, North Carolina, begins this
year its first complete season. The
ski area claims 60 acres of slopes
and trails and the highest vertical
drop (1,200 feet) of any slope
south of Vermont. Capacity of the
electronically controlled highvolume snow cannons is greatest of
any in the South. The area features
a large number of rental skis, a ski
shop, gift shop, dining room and
nursery. As a safety feature, Sugar
has a limited lift ticket policy
which limits the number of skiers
on the slopes at a given time. A new
feature this year at Sugar is free ice
skating.
Beech Mountain-Also at Banner
Elk, Beech, the largest of the resorts, is a mixture of Swiss and
42

Above, left and right: Apres-ski activities
range from a European music festival (left,
at Beech Mountain lodge) to a private
get-together with friends (right, at Gottlieb
cottage at Seven Devi Is). Right: Reid
Treadaway illustrates the fact that ski
fever respects no age barrier. Below: A
pigeon-toed novice at Seven Devils concentrates on balance first, form later.
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Above right: Skiers leaving the Summit House atop Sugar
Mountain. Inside, they gather for hot chocolate or coffee
before braving the "Tom Terrific" or the "Flying Mile." Below:
Hitching a ride on the rope tow at High Meadows Inn.

-Photo courtesy Sugar Mounta i n Ski Area
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-Photo courtesy N.C. Dept. of Conservation & Development
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Improving on nature: The world's largest
snow cannons boom snow over 60 acres
at Sugar Mountain (right). When applied
on top of a natural base, breathtaking
runs are produced (left) which draw more
than a hundred thousand skiers annually .
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Bavarian architecture. Seven ski lifts
have an uphill capacity of more
than 9,000 skiers an hour. The resort's ski school is headed by Austrian titleholder Willi Falger and
features several Austrian instructors. Novice skiers will enjoy the
resort's five acres of slopes reserved
for beginners only, while the more
experienced will want to try the
4, 700-foot Shawneehaw Shute
(named for a local mountain
flower). There are plans for four
golf courses to help make Beech a
year-round resort area.
Appalachian Ski MountainFormerly Blowing Rock Ski Lodge,
Appalachian has upgraded its rental
department and is adding snow
tractors this season to keep the
slopes in better condition. There's
a 2,000-foot advanced slope, intermediate slopes of 800 and 750
feet and a 280-foot beginners'
slope. Nighttime skiing is the
''in'' thing at Appalachian.
Throughout the season there will be
skiing from 6 to 10 p.m., nightly
except Monday and Thursday. The
ski school is under the direction of
the French-Swiss Ski College.
Cat aloochee Ski Slopes-These
mile-high slopes near Waynesville
have drops of 3,600 feet, 1,200
feet, 1,000 feet, 475 feet and 350
44

feet. Elevation at the top of the
slopes is 5,400 feet, reached by a
3,000-foot double chair lift. An
excellent restaurant at the base of
the slopes offers a dramatic view of
the slopes.
High Meadows Inn and Ski
Lodge-Swim in the High Meadows
Inn pool while skiers zip by on an
adjoining 1,000-foot slope? Easy in
the beautiful plexiglass-covered
heated swimming pool next to the
ski run. Sunbathe and rest from
skiing and watch others try the
slopes at the same time. High Meadows also features an 18-hole golf
course, making it a year-round
attraction. It is near Roaring Gap.
Hound Ears Golf and Ski ClubBe tween Boone and Linville,
Hound Ears is another of the resorts combining golf and skiing to
increase its appeal during all four
seasons. Located just three miles
off the Blue Ridge Parkway near
Blowing Rock, it features a
1,000-foot slope served by a double
chair lift. An enclosed swimming
pool, attractive restaurant and overnight accommodations make the
skiing and golfing facilities even
more appealing.
Seven Devils Ski Area-Ten miles
west of Boone, skiing, golfing and
fishing can be combined at the

1,600-acre Seven Devils resort.
Three ski slopes, 1,300, 2,700 and
3,300 feet, an 18-hole championship course and three lakes stocked
with trout are a hard combination
for an outdoorsman to resist. Serviced by a 2,000-foot chair lift, the
slopes provide beautiful views of
the Watauga River valley and
Grandfather Mountain. Two lounge
areas, dining room and ski shop are
featured, with chalets for sale or
rent. Ski director Julius Presch is
from Salzburg and instructor Ute
Kutschere is from Munich.
Sapphire Valley Inn-Located
about three miles from Cashiers,
Sapphire has two ski runs, both of
about 1,500 feet, and a beginners'
course of 300 feet. The larger runs
are serviced by double chair lifts
and the beginners' area by a rope
tow. The resort's golf course is one
of the more popular in the Southeast.
The once-quiet Blue Ridge Mountains have blossomed into a winter
goldmine in tourism for North Carolina-and brought the improbable
sport of "snow skiing" to the Palmetto State.
Kenneth E. Hare is on the staff of
The State newspaper.
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1. Lieutenant general in the Confederate army who surrendered with
Robert E. Lee at Appomattox Courthouse.
A. Richard Manning B. Hugh S. Thompson C. James Longstreet
2. Author, lecturer and present Poet Laureate of South Carolina.
A. Henry Timrod B. Archibald Rutledge C. Henry Nott
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3. Poet, playwright and novelist-best known novel "Porgy."
A. George Gershwin B. Archibald Rutledge C. DuBose Heyward
4. U.S. senator, Supreme Court associate justice and Secretary of State.
A. James F. Byrnes B. Strom Thurmond C. James Woodrow
5. Vice President of the United States and champion of states' rights.
A. Bernard Baruch B. John C. Calhoun C. John Rutledge
6. Seventh President of the United States-born in Waxhaw, South
Carolina.
A. Andrew Jackson B. John C. Calhoun C. Wade Hampton
7. American Revolution leader known for his guerrilla warfare.
A. Sergeant Jasper B. William Moultrie C. Francis Marion
8. Known nationally for his historic novels.
A. William Gilmore Simms B. Thomas Sulley C. Jeremiah Theus
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FOR CHRISTMAS!
SCENIC SOUTII CA ROLINA
By Eu gr ne B. Sloan
Onl y a ma n wh o loved his sta te so
w e ll co uld produ ce thi s book.
Shows South Carolin a throu gh th e
ag"s; fro m thr sea to th e mounta ins. Fasc inating from full-color
du st jacke t throu gh 350 blac k and
white photographs a nd 227 pp .
t ex t. lnd ex . P e rfec t for gi fts,
sc hool and ho me librari es, nativcbo rn and travelers. Id eal re fere nce
wo rk .
$7 .00

LEGACY OF BEAUTY
Th e Story of Magnolia Gardens
By Do lores Lashl ey
Sto ry of John Crimk c Dray ton ,
dcv<' lo per of world-famou s Magno lia C ard <' ns, /\d a m his faithful
bl ac k man , a nd th e fa milies who
have cheri shed thi s Ashl ey River
paradise. A poi gnant love affair o f
man and th e soil. Ho rticultural
hints; notes from old diaries; 8
color plates; map of gard ens; appendix es. 148 pp.
$6.50
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9. Pulitzer Prize winner and novelist of Negro life .
A. Julia Peterkin B. Stephen Elliott C. Henry Timrod
10. Native born artist who depicted South Carolina historical scenes.
A. Washington Allston B. John Blake White C. William Scarborough
11. Member of the Constitutional Convention and four times governor of
the state.
A. Arthur Middleton B. Charles Pinckney C. Charles C. Pinckney
12. South Carolina's most famous architect.
A. James M. Sims B. William Gregg C. Robert Mills
13. The first editor of the "Encyclopedia Americana." He taught at
South Carolina College from 1835 to 1856. Here he wrote the works
that have caused him to be regarded as the first systematic political
scientist in the United States.
A. Francis Lieber B. Paul Hamilton Hayne C. Hugh Legare
14. The first woman painter in the colonies.
A. Alice Huger Smith B. Anna Heyward Taylor C. Henrietta Johnston
15. Horses are this internationally famous sculpturer's best subjects.
A. John C. Cogdell B. Anna H. Huntington C. Frederick Weber
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1. C
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The Ve rnon Company , AAAl
rated , has openin gs for
repre sentative s in variou s
cities ac ro ss the nation .
Vernon is the ori g inator
and manufacturer of a tremendous
num ber of exclu s ive calendars,
ad verti sin g specialties, bu siness gifts
pres sure sen sitive sig ns and sales
promotion ideas. Vernon's training
prog ram assures you of an annual
income of at least $15,000 within 3-years.
Opportunities to advance to
mana gement unlimited' A 20-page
weekly magazine, unexcelled in surance
prog ram , social security , retirement
benefits and regular sales meetin gs
are ju st a fe w of the "Plus " Benefits that
Vernon offers. Find out how you
can get in on the ground floor of
this exciting and rewarding career
opportunity of puttin g yourself
into your own bu si ness' Write
today. Mr. Max Dodd, Vice PresidentSales, The Vernon Compa ny, Newton
Iowa, Dept. Sll

4. A
5. B
6. A

7. C
8. A
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14. C
15 . B

The VERNON COMPANY

Newton, Iowa 50208
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1. Lieutenant general in the Confederate army who surrendered with
Robert E. Lee at Appomattox Courthouse.
A. Richard Manning B. Hugh S. Thompson C. James Longstreet
2. Author, lecturer and present Poet Laureate of South Carolina.
A. Henry Timrod B. Archibald Rutledge C. Henry Nott
3. Poet, playwright and novelist-best known novel "Porgy."
A. George Gershwin B. Archibald Rutledge C. DuBose Heyward
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5. Vice President of the United States and champion of states' rights.
A. Bernard Baruch B. John C. Calhoun C. John Rutledge
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7. American Revolution leader known for his guerrilla warfare.
A. Sergeant Jasper B. William Moultrie C. Francis Marion
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Known nationally for his historic novels.
A. William Gilmore Simms B. Thomas Sulley C. Jeremiah Theus
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4. U.S. senator, Supreme Court associate justice and Secretary of State.
A. James F. Byrnes B. Strom Thurmond C. James Woodrow

6. Seventh President of the United States-born in Waxhaw, South
Carolina.
A. Andrew Jackson B. John C. Calhoun C. Wade Hampton
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paradise. A poi gnant love affair of
man and th e soil. Horlicultural
hints; noles from old diari es; 8
color plates; map of gard ens; appendixes. 148 pp.
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9. Pulitzer Prize winner and novelist of Negro life.
A. Julia Peterkin B. Stephen Elliott C. Henry Timrod
10. Native born artist who depicted South Carolina historical scenes.
A. Washington Allston B. John Blake White C. William Scarborough
11. Member of the Constitutional Convention and four times governor of
the state.
A. Arthur Middleton B. Charles Pinckney C. Charles C. Pinckney
12. South Carolina's most famous architect.
A. James M. Sims B. William Gregg C. Robert Mills
13. The first editor of the "Encyclopedia Americana." He taught at
South Carolina College from 1835 to 1856. Here he wrote the works
that have caused him to be regarded as the first systematic political
scientist in the United States.
A. Francis Lieber B. Paul Hamilton Hayne C. Hugh Legare
14. The first woman painter in the colonies.
A. Alice Huger Smith B. Anna Heyward Taylor C. Henrietta Johnston
15. Horses are this internationally famous sculpturer's best subjects.
A. John C. Cogdell B. Anna H. Huntington C. Frederick Weber
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The Vernon Company, AAAl
rated , has openings for
repre sentatives in various
cities across the nation .
Vernon is the ori g inator
and manufacturer of a tremendous
number of exclusive calendars ,
adverti sing specialties, business g ifts
pressure sensitive si g ns and sales
promotion ideas . Vernon 's training
program assures you of an annual
income of at least $15,000 within 3-years.
Opportunities to advance to
mana gement unlimited ' A 20-page
weekly ma gazine, unexcelled insurance
prog ram , social security, retirement
benefits and regular sales meetings
are just a fe w of the "Plus " Benefits that
Vernon offers. Find out how you
can get in on the ground floor of
this exciting and rewarding career
opportunity of puttin g yourself
into your ow n bu s iness ' Write
today . Mr. Max Dodd, Vice PresidentSales, The Vernon Company , Newton
Iowa, Dept. Sll
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WHITEHALL

By Ruby Herlong

A SALUDA COUNTY PLANTATION

F

lying over the town of Saluda on
a southward course in Les
Hembel's helicopter, I saw the
imposing structure of Whitehall sitting on its hill. The whirring blades
of the helicopter assured us that we
were airborne, but I wondered if
this strange noise were disturbing
the serenity of all those people who
had lived through a quieter time in
the mansion. We circled the house
and came to rest on the lawn and,
as the engine died, I realized that
two ages had merged. Here side by
side rested the present and the past,
blended as one by the lives of the
people who, regardless of their
time, were able to adapt
themselves.
Whitehall, a large plantation
home overlooking the town of
Saluda, was designed and built in
the early 1890s by Col. Alvin
Etheredge, descendent of Samuel
Etheredge who had received from
King George III in 1772 a grant of
land on Red Bank Creek. Approaching the house from the outside, one sees a white two-story
structure with two fronts. The four
Corinthian columns on the east
porch facing the river formed the
original front of the house, whereas
the second front on the north
porch ( with four more matching
columns) was added in 1912 so that
the house could face the town of
Saluda which had been built since
the house was erected. The house
was built of longleaf heart pine
taken mainly from the immediate
area.
The three-story green tower
behind the mansion is the well
house, built at the same time as the
house and powered by windmill on
top of the tower which pumped
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water from the well beneath the stands the pit, a half subterranean
structure to the tank on the third greenhouse made of Etheredge
floor and created pressure to force brick and built for the first misthe water to the upper floors of the tress, Jenny Adeline Hammond
house.
Etheredge, a naturalist who needed
Also outside and directly behind a greenhouse to winter her housethe nearly hidden south porch plants. Another outbuilding is the

Sand lap per

A pair of Tiffany stained-glass windows
(left), salvaged from a Johnston church,
frame Whitehall's north porch entry. Identical porches (above) grace the north and
east exposures of the Saluda plantation.
- Photos by Carl Julien

small brick washhouse which stands
near the well house. It had an under ground drain which funneled
water out into an open field.
As one approaches the house, he
notes a sense of history about him.
The grounds seem to suggest
Southern ladies in long dresses; yet
the mini-skirted great-grandchildren
of the builder are at ease here, for
the plantation has always been able
to adapt to change, perhaps the
reason it has survived. The Ether-
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edges lived on their land within
sight of Red Bank Church over a
hundred years before Whitehall was
built, in houses long since burned.
Yet the records of the county and
state indicate contributions made
by the family: The original Etheredge to whom the land was granted
served with his two sons in the
famous Snow campaign which
drove the Indians from this country
over the mountains into Tennessee;
he also with four sons served
throughout the Revolutionary War
as an ardent Whig. The builder's
grandfather was a member of Capt.
Jones' rifle company called the Mt.
Willing Nullifiers, organized to
defend the state.
All the family able to bear arms
went to the front during the Civil

War. Dr. George Mayson Etheredge,
the father of the builder, a surgeon
in the Confederate Army, died right
after the war. The builder's mother,
then a widow, finding it impossible
to carry on the plantation, moved
to Graniteville and operated a successful mercantile establishment.
She replenished the family fortune
lost in the war and held on to the
Etheredge land when other Southern families lost theirs for taxes.
Her son Alvin, who later built
Whitehall, graduated from Richmond Academy in 1878 and Furman University in 1881. Because
his mother believed the South
needed men with technical training,
he then went to Worchester Polytechnic Institute, Worchester, Massachusetts, where he studied civil
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and electrical engineering for two
years. In 1883 he married Jenny
Hammond of Worchester, Massachusetts, a descendent of William
Hammond of London, who married
Elizabeth Penn, aunt of William
Penn, the Quaker. Bringing her
back to South Carolina, Alvin returned to the Etheredge Plantation
on Red Bank Creek, built Whitehall
for his bride, and contributed to
the life of his state. He built the
first long distance distributive plant
for light and power in the Southern
states at Cotton Shoals on Little
Horse Creek. It transmitted electricity to Aiken, a distance of 10
miles. He added to the land until
the plantation consisted of 3,000
acres, 800 of which still remain in
the family. He was one of the
moving forces behind the formation
of Saluda County and was probably
more than any other man responsible for the county seat's being
established at what is now Saluda.
He was chairman of the commission
which surveyed the new county of
Saluda and was first mayor of the
town of Saluda. During his life he
ran both a lumber business and a
cotton plantation which served as a
home for 20 tenant families.
Jenny Hammond Etheredge
brought from Massachusetts her
girlhood friend, Helen Augusta Ball,
who lived with the family in Whitehall and became "Aunt Helen" to
the three children born to Jenny
and Alvin. After Jenny's death in
1917, Helen married her friend's
widower.
After Alvin's death his son Hammond and Hammond's wife Ora
Padget Etheredge brought up their
three children in Whitehall. Following in the family tradition,
Hammond also contributed to his
community as a Mason, a trustee of
Furman University and an active
member of Red Bank Church. He
operated the farms, was a surveyor,
owned and operated a brick mill
and served several terms in the state
legislature. Toward the end of his
life, foreseeing the importance of
the dairy industry in South Carolina, he became a dairy farmer. His
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wife still resides in the mansion.
The Ball desk, coming into the
As one enters the house, he sees family through Helen Ball, stands in
well-worn books everywhere, some .t he long room to the right of the
of which are very old and prized hall. This simple piece belonged to
first editions. The people who built Helen's father and was left to her in
the house and those who have lived his will. It came south with her
in it have loved beauty and learn- from Massachusetts and contains
ing. Entering from the east porch, many old family records. Also in
one comes into a 15-foot hall which this room is a Victorian love seat
runs the length of the house, both with three matching chairs, all orupstairs and down. From this hall n am en te d with carved grape
the house derives its name. The clusters. Originally in horsehair,
high ceilings and the cross venti- they were reupholstered in gold
lation make air conditioning un- velvet about 10 years ago. This
necessary, for cool breezes are ever suite also came from Massachusetts
blowing through the house as it sits with Helen. From this room double
on its hilltop. Each of the 14 rooms doors open onto the north porch
originally had a fireplace, but some overlooking Saluda. Framing these
of these have been closed, first for doors are two large Tiffany stainwood stoves and then later for gas ed -glass windows originally in a
church in Johnston, South Caroheaters.
Four main rooms comprise each lina. Three more such windows
floor. A kitchen with a bedroom decorate the stair landing.
and trunk room above it form an ell
This home is no museum reto the main structure. True to the stored by outsiders to resemble its
adapting of the house, Hammond original state; it is owned and used
and Ora Etheredge made this part by the family who built it. Each
into a cozy apartment for them- occupant has added his own special
selves after their three children collection. The silver and china in
were grown. The walls are beaded the dining room are used for serving
pine boards antiqued by time itself. guests at the many parties given at
The crown molding around the Whitehall, and this house has seen
ceiling is carved dentilwork. The many important social eventswalls are hung with old prints and weddings, receptions, teas, annipaintings prized by the people who versary and birthday parties, or just
have lived there. Most of the fur- quiet evenings with friends.
Today, standing on the north
niture predates the house by many
years, for some of it had been in porch, one looks out over the town
the Etheredge family and much of of Saluda and over two businesses
it Jenny Hammond and Helen Ball at the foot of the hill: Saluda
brought with them from Mas- Frozen Foods and South Carolina
sachusetts. The floors are made of Helicopters, both owned and
heart pine boards recently polished. operated by Caroline Etheredge
In the main hall is a fall-front Hembel, granddaughter of the
secretary ca. 1835 made by Salmon builder, and her husband, Les
Clark in Potterville, in old Edgefield Hembel. The Etheredge family traCounty. It came to the family dition goes on in the 20th century
through Salmon Clark's daughter with people facing up to a changing
Elizabeth, wife of George Mayson world.
Etheredge, and spent the war in
As I left the mansion, again by
Elizabeth's Graniteville store. Also helicopter, I decided that the noise
in the hall hangs a Federal mirror which at first I had feared might
made about 1810 with the original disturb the peace of those who had
painting and glass still intact and lived here would not seem foreign
containing 13 balls for the 13 to them, for it was the sound of
states. Beside it is an English progress, and progress was the stuff
Hepplewhite clock ca. 1815 made of which these Etheredges had been
of oak and mahogany.
made.
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THEY
MAKE A
LOT OF
LITTLE
'SUNS'
By Larry Cribb

South Carolina industry which
began manufacturing operations
in 1961 with two employees in
a small, brick building, is today a
multimillion dollar organization
with worldwide sales.
Based on a concept that is as
"old as the sun," Thermal Engineering Corp. is the recognized developer and leader in its field of infrared gas-fired heaters and process
burners.
Headed by William H. Best,
former professor at the University
of South Carolina, TEC is in the
forefront of a field of manufacturing which is still in its infancy, but
growing every day.
While at the university in 1959,
Best became the first man in this
country to develop an infrared
heater which was fired by gas, although an infrared unit had been
made in Europe a short time earlier.
Prior to this invention, all infrared
energy had been produced by electricity.
Best's invention revolutionized
the concept of infrared, and made
possible many new industrial ap-

A

Above: Workers test-fire a new infrared
heater before shipment to a customer.
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plications. "Infrared heating is 1o se heat every time a door is
nothing new," he said. "In fact it is opened. It's like having a lot of
as old as the sun because that is the little suns suspended from the ceilway the sun heats the earth. What is ing sending heat where you want
new is the fact that we now can it."
Another major application of
produce infrared heat by using gas
fuel instead of electricity.
infrared is that of transferring heat
"This means several things," he in many industrial processes, such
continued. "By using gas instead of as heating plastic so it can be
electricity to produce infrared, we molded into various forms, and
can cut the operating cost about 80 drying cloth.
"Again, since infrared is direcper cent, and at the same time can
produce much higher temperatures. tional, we are able to do away with
Another thing, the average life of many of the bulky oven devices
an electrical infrared unit is only used in industrial processes before
about 5,000 hours maximum. Now this application," Best pointed out.
this might sound like a long time, "Our units don't need the heavy
but in manufacturing it means only walls and thick insulation that are
a few months. In contrast to this, needed with hot air heating."
Heaters and process burners
the life of a gas-fired unit is a minimum of 10 years."
manufactured by TEC are used in
Best explained that one of the many different kinds of operations
primary advantages of infrared heat throughout this country and
is that it is directional. "It behaves abroad. Small, portable heaters are
just like light," he said. "That is, we used to warm swimming pools and
have the capability of directing the patios. Other units are used for
heat exactly where we want it. In snow melting, and to thaw railroad
the case of a large industrial build- switching gears in cold weather.
ing, by directing the heat, we can
The Canadian government uses a
have different temperature zones unit to preheat diesel engines, while
without having walls or partitions many power companies use other
of any kind. Also, since the heat is units to keep outside natural gas
directional, we don't necessarily pumps from freezing.
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-Photos by Larry Cribb

originated the firm were Best, developer of the burner, Dr. Walter
Theus and Bob Harden.
Today the operation is housed in
a sprawling, modern plant on eight
acres of land in an industrial park
just outside Columbia.
"We are naturally proud of the
company's growth," Best said, "and
we attribute this growth to a large
extent to the close working relationship we have established with
our customers.
''Our products are in use
throughout this country, as well as
in Europe, Japan and South Africa.
We plan to continue to lead the
way in the field in infrared energy,
and hope that in the years to come,
as the industry grows, we will be
able to come up with many more
applications which will bring about
better methods of producing better
products for many different firms."

perimental model, in operation
right now at Westvaco in Charleston," he continued. "We believe
In the area of process burners, this is going to be a big production
infrared units are used for such pur- item."
poses as baking paints, curing wall
Another unit being produced by
paneling, drying textile materials TEC is designed for the purpose of
and processing polyester used in replacing polluted air within a plant
tire cords.
by providing a continuous supply Larry Cribb is editor of the St.
In fact the largest unit TEC has of fresh, infrared-heated air. This Andrews News.
produced was for Goodyear Tire unit is in production.
and Rubber Co. for just this purOne of the most important aspose. "We have made three of these pects of the TEC operation is in the
units for Goodyear," Best noted. field of research. "Since our field is
"One is in Alabama, one in Georgia so young, only eight or nine years
and one in Europe_ We are cur- old, there is no prior experience of
rently producing another which will jobs for us to build on," Best said.
be used in a plant in Japan. Poly- "Every time we have gone into a
ester cord tires have really proven _ new process, it has been just thatto be big sellers, and more and something new. We have to do our
more companies are producing own research and come up with our
A limited number of these heaters
them. It takes extremely high tem- own answers. We are really just
are available at substantially reperatures for this process," he scratching the surface in this field.
duced prices through Dept. H,
Sandlapper Press, Inc., P.O. Box
New applications come up all the
stressed.
1668, Columbia, S.C. 29202.
Best pointed out that the units time, and we begin research on
12,000 BTU
$35.00
for Goodyear are 90 feet tall and them to come up with the right
24,000 BTU
$55.00
produce 25 million BTUs an hour, product to fit that particular need."
or enough energy to heat over 500
TEC has grown from an organihomes. Each unit has its own spe- zation which initially employed
cially designed computer system to only two production workers, into
a firm which has 30 salesmen alone.
operate it.
The newest application for infra- Outside of a national sales office in
Tank
mounting
red, as produced by TEC, is in the Cleveland, Ohio, everything else is
bracket
field of pollution control. "We refer handled in the Columbia plant. This
to this process as fume incinera- includes all engineering, research,
tion," Best said. "By taking the manufacturing, testing and shipharmful gas discharge from a plant, ping.
we combine it with air, expose it to
TEC was incorporated on July 5,
infrared heat and thereby turn it 1961, and began operations in only
into a harmless gas. We have one 4,000 square feet of space in a
such installation, which is an ex- rented building. The three men who
Above: TEC's modern plant, situated
on an eight-acre tract outside Columbia.

GAS FIRED
PORTABLE
INFRA-RED
HEATERS
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TJlllVLORS FIRSTJl BllPTJllSTJl CfiURCfi
By Jean Martin Flynn

he Taylors First Baptist Church
located on West Main Street
(formerly U.S. 29) about six
miles north of Greenville, terms
itself "Metropolitan Greenville's
Church on the Grow." Growth
potential lies in residential areas
fanning out from industrial development in Greenville County.
A century ago when the church
was organized as the Chick's
Springs Baptist Church, travel and
trade in South Carolina influenced
the growth of the area. In 1864, the
Chick's Springs community was a
midpoint between two state highways. To the south was the Old
Spartanburg Road, which ran from
Greenville Courthouse to Spartanburg Courthouse by way of Brushy
Creek and Pleasant Grove. To the
north was the Old State Road
which left South Carolina through
Saluda Gap. This was the road over
which drovers from Tennessee and
Kentucky moved horses, mules,
cattle, hogs and turkeys to market.
In addition, the settlement had
been the site of a summer resort
since 1840 when Dr. Burrell Chick
opened his mineral spring resort.
The watering place attracted hotel
guests and summer folk who built
cottages near the spring.
Although there was preaching at
the hotel by ministers among the
guests, not until October 1860, did
year-round residents start getting
subscribers for a church and cutting
timber for a building on land
owned by Alfred Taylor, local
entrepreneur, who was a farmer,
merchant, builder, mill owner,
cabinetmaker and brickkiln operator as well as hotel manager.
In 1862, in the still-floorless
church, the community held Sunday school and a singing the first
Sunday in July, and preaching by a
Furman University professor the
fourth Sunday. Finally, on Aug. 28,
1864, during a protracted meeting,
Dr. I.D. Durham, Baptist evangelist

T
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The 1886 Taylors Baptist Church building of octagonal architectural design.

and surgeon-dentist of Columbia,
and two area ministers organized
the Chick's Springs Baptist Church.
That day six persons joined by
letter, two by experience and one
by restoration.
When the revival ended September 1, membership totaled 46, including 13 white men, 29 white
women, 1 Negro man and 3 Negro
women. The church had been
formed "notwithstanding the hard
times in consequence of the war."
After the Civil War, the church
responded again to change. In
1873, when the Air Line Railroad
(forerunner of Southern) crossed
through the area nearly a mile away
at Taylor's Turnout, the church's
Sunday school building was cut
into sections and transported on
mule-drawn wagons to the crossing,
where it was reassembled. Thus
each Sunday there was Sunday
school at both the springs and the
turnout, and monthly preaching at
one or the other of the locations.
During the week the turnout build-

ing doubled as the community
schoolhouse.
When the church needed repairs,
members voted in December 1884,
to move to Taylor's Station. In
March 1885, they razed the old
church and began one at the station, again on Taylor land.
This church, dedicated Jan. 30,
1886, was an octagon-shaped building with the weight of the structure
and the octagonal cupola and steeple supported by a center post.
That August the Chick's Springs
Baptist Church became the Taylors
Baptist Church.
In 1922, the octagonal church
was replaced by the present old
auditorium. This too became inadequate when the textile industry
reached Taylors-the Southern
Bleachery in 1922 and the Piedmont Print Works in 1928. But
because of the Depression, the
church started not a building but a
building fund.
Over the years expansion has
continued: in 1940, a Sunday
school wing; in 1946, a parsonage;
in 1953, another wing providing
Sunday school rooms, chapel, offices and pastor's study; in 1963, a
separate 20,000-square-foot building with 29 rooms, fellowship hall
and kitchen. This year a 1,150-seat
sanctuary and a regulation-size
gymnasium were completed.
In accommodating families
brought by industry, the church has
grown. Membership in January
1969, was 950; in January 1970,
1,045. Value of property is now
$1.4 million. Pastor since August
1968 is the Rev. H. Edwin Young.
What further changes technological growth will bring, no one
knows. But change is certain. And
the First Baptist Church, Taylors,
will grow with the economy to
meet the needs of members.

Jean Martin Flynn is a free-lance
writer from Taylors.
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William Barrett Travis

he tall shaggy-haired officer hunched wearily
over the small wooden table. The flickering
flame of a stubby candle
sent jagged shadows and
tiny shafts of light dancing across the thick
stubble on his face.
Shaking off the agonizing fatigue that crept into
every bone of his body, and
gripping his pen tightly, he began to write. His hand crawled
slowly across the sheet of rough,
heavy paper as he scribbled a desperate message for help.
"I am besieged by a thousand or
more of the Mexicans under Santa
Anna," wrote Col. William Barrett
Travis as his pen crept across the
paper. He blinked and stared
through eyes burning from nights
of restless sleep.
"I have sustained continual
bombardment and cannonade for
24 hours and have not lost a man,"
he continued. "The enemy has
demanded a surrender at discretion,
otherwise, the garrisons are to be
put to the sword if the fort is
taken.
"I have answered the demand
with a cannon shot, and our flag
still waves proudly from the
walls .... I shall never surrender or
retreat.
"Then I call on you in the name
of liberty, of patriotism and everything dear to the American character to come to our aid, with all
dispatch-the enemy is receiving reinforcements daily and will no
doubt increase to three or four
thousand in four or five days. If
this call is neglected, I am determined to sustain myself as long as
possible and die like a soldier who
never forgot what is due to his own
honor and that of his countryVICTORY OR DEATH."
On this chill, misty morning of
Feb. 24, 1836, William Barrett
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By Carl Langley
Travis, a backwoods boy from what
is. now Saluda County, South Carolina, was in command of the Alamo
at San Antonio, Texas, and he was
a desperate but determined man.
Before dawn he would take this
final plea for help, slip it into the
hand of his childhood friend, James
Butler Bonham, and watch as the
tall, heavy-set young officer galloped his horse through the garrison
gates and into the teeth of the
Mexican forces that had encircled
the fort.
Bonham was Travis' most trusted
companion and the Alamo commander knew that if anyone could
deliver their call for help to Col.
James Fannin at the Texas militia
outpost at Goliad it would be
Bonham, a fiery 29-year-old South
Carolinian who had spent his early
years in the same section of Saluda
County as had Travis. Unlike
Travis, who came from a missionary
Baptist family who lived by modest
standards, Bonham's forebears had
been planters and tradesmen of
wealth in the post-Revolutionary
period.
Carefully folding his letter,
Travis got up from the table and
walked out of his quarters into the
tiny courtyard of the garrison. He
called for a sentry and sent him for
Bonham. Soon the young officer

appeared, his horse saddled and
ready for his journey. Travis
handed over the letter, shook hands
with his old friend and watched as
Bonham bolted through the Alamo
gates.
Unfortunately for Travis and
Bonham, as far as history is concerned, the Alamo story might as
well have ended with Bonham's ride
to Goliad, for it was their sad lot to
have been cast into this cauldron at
the same time as two other Americans of the period, both of whom
have become legendary.
They were Col. David Crockett, a
tall, gangling Tennessee backwoodsman who had made his mark
in the Indian wars, and Jim Bowie,
a squat, powerfully built brawler
who gave his name to a short,
thick-bladed hunting knife which
he used effectively against anyone
foolish enough to challenge his
authority.
Crockett, uneducated and unpolished, was a latecomer to Texas.
He had made his way west after
finding that for all his talents as an
Indian fighter, the political jungle
of Washington was too much for
him. His popularity had gotten him
elected to Congress in 1828, but his
unwillingness to toe the political
line and fall in step with others
made enemies and he failed to gain
Sand lap per

Heroes
the
Whom
Overlooked

James Butler Bonham

- Photos b y J ean St ewart reproduced
co urtesy Persimmon Hill Country Club

reelection in the 1835 campaign.
Bowie, whose reputation almost
matched that of Crockett, had been
a trapper, hunter, timber dealer and
cotton grower in the delta lands of
Louisiana and Mississippi. Travis'
predecessor as Alamo commander,
Bowie was a dying man even as the
Mexicans were gathering about the
garrison. His body was ravaged by
typhoid, pneumonia and other
ailments stemming from two decades of hard living.
Besides Travis, Crockett, Bowie
and the departed Bonham, now
having eluded the Mexicans and
having put miles between them and
himself as he hurried toward
Goliad, the Alamo defenders on
this cold gloomy morning numbered about 150 men, most of
them new to Texas and some of
them new to America.
There were men from Kentucky,
Maryland, North Carolina, Virginia,
·Georgia, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts and Alabama; South Carolina furnished Lemuel Crawford,
George Neggan, Edward Nelson,
George Nelson and Cleveland Kinlock Simmons. Many of them could
not read or write, but had it fallen
to them to do so they could have
com posed the letter written by
Travis. In the end, their message
was to be a searing volley of shot
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and shell that would prove not only
an everlasting memorial for themselves, but an epitaph for the
Mexican dream of driving the
Americans from Texas.
To say that history has been unkind to these men and to William
Barrett Travis and James Butler
Bonham is an understatement.
They have been all but ignored by
the Hollywood moviemakers and
television film producers whose
Alamo productions have featured
Crockett at the wall in the fort's
final hours firing away at the onrushing Mexicans, and Bowie battling to the death from his sickbed inside the garrison walls.
Bonham, whose mission to
Goliad was described by a historian
of the times as one of the great
moments in American history, may
have been the biggest hero of them
all. Having taken Travis' letter to
Fannin at Goliad, he failed to receive assurances from the overcautious colonel that reinforcements would be sent immediately
to Travis and the men of his command.
Bonham, furious over the rejection and realizing that it meant
certain death for the Alamo's defenders, climbed back on his horse
and headed back for San Antonio.
The historian quoted eyewitnesses

at Goliad as reporting that
Bonham told Fannin that
if Travis could not get
help, he would accept
death with his friend.
It was a typical Bonham
reaction to a situation
that did not jibe with his
fancy. While a student at
South Carolina College
(now the University of
South Carolina) he is said to
have taken part in a student revolt over the quality of food;
similar exploits followed him after
college when he went to practice
law in the small town of Pendleton.
There a circuit judge once jailed
him for 90 days on a contempt of
court citation after he threatened
to punch the judge in the nose.
Bonham had been hauled before
the jurist for assaulting a man who
allegedly insulted one of the young
lawyer's female clients. Bonham's
defense of femininity made him
something of a ladies' man around
town and he didn't suffer from a
lack of good cooking delivered to
his cell.
The judicial punishment, the general boredom of life about him and
the call for greater adventure, however, stirred Bonham's urge for
travel and he soon pulled up stakes
and headed west. He had been
encouraged previously to come to
Texas by his old friend Travis. In
January of 1836 he joined Travis at
the Alamo, was commissioned a
captain and was one of the first to
sign a resolution swearing to defend
the outpost rather than withdraw.
The tired, embattled Travis had
more to contend with than the
Mexicans as he awaited word from
Bonham's mission to Goliad. There
was the problem of taking complete
command control from the ailing
Bowie and keeping up the morale
of the men inside. Bowie had been
sent to the Alamo by Gen. Sam
Houston with orders to blow up the
55
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garrison and retreat to the east.
Travis, however, was no stranger
to hardship. Born in an almost
wilderness section of Saluda in
18 0 9, he was raised along the
bottomlands of Red Bank Creek
and had moved by wagon with his
parents to Alabama's Conecuh
County when he was nine. His
father, Mark, decided to take the
family west after Gen. Andrew
Jackson defeated the Creek Indians
at the Battle of Horseshoe Bend in
1814, opening up new lands for
settlement.
In Conecuh County, Travis grew
into a tall, ramrod-straight young
man with a thick crop of auburn
hair. Education in those days was a
matter of catch-as-catch-can, but
Travis, a determined, brooding
youth, applied himself to the books
well enough to begin the study of
law under an attorney named James
Dellet. In those days law schools
were scarce and it was common
practice for a young man to apprentice himself to a lawyer and
learn from his elder.
Before studying law, Travis met
and married Rosanna Cato, a young
beauty much admired by the other
bachelors in the community. They
had a son, Charles Edward Travis,
the day before the senior Travis
reached his 20th birthday. Later
there came a daughter, Susan
Isabella, but it was not a happy
marriage and the couple eventually
separated.
With his training in the law behind him, and apparently anxious
to flee from his marital problems,
Travis began casting about for a
place to hang his shingle and build a
new life. Several years before, a
pioneer Virginian by the name of
Stephen Austin had gone to the territory of Texas with a group of
American settlers. The land he
found was a rich one and ripe for
the taking. Travis, aware of the possibilities the new land offered,
headed for Texas and a date with
history.
After reaching Nacogdoches,
near the Texas-Louisiana border,
sometime in late 1832, Travis
56

opened up his law practice, plunged
into business and began handling
land settlements and other transactions. He also busied himself with
land speculation and found time to
get himself a commission in the
Texas militia. That came easy since
he was a rarity in the territorya fairly well-educated man who
quickly demonstrated qualities of
leadership.
But there was growing animosity
in Texas at this time and the clouds
of conflict already were growing
dark. The Mexican government, led
by its dictator-general Antonio
Lopez de Santa Anna, was having
trouble with the new Texans, most
of whom had fled to the territory
to escape the same governmental
controls and tax burdens that the
Mexicans were trying to impose.
Things had gotten so bad that
Mexico had outlawed further immigration, but the flood of newcomers continued.
Travis was one of the first to
ignore the Mexican officials and he
was one of the first to engage in
open hostilities. That came when he
assumed a command and led an
attack on a Mexican customs station that peace advocates claimed
touched off the first sparks of war.
It was 1835 and Travis, now fully
committed to conflict with the
Mexican authorities, was moving
toward his rendezvous with the
Alamo.
It is ironic that the little Alamo
chapel has found lasting fame as a
monument to warfare. In the beginning it was built by a group of
Franciscan friars who penetrated
into the Texas wilderness in the
early 1770s to bring Christianity to
the Indian tribes that ruled along
the San Antonio River. The chapel
was part of a mission outpost that
the Spanish friars abandoned near
the end of the century as the
mission era began fading. In the
early 1800s a detachment of
Spanish cavalry from Alamo de
Parras in Mexico was headquartered
there and from this company the
Alamo probably got its name.
As 1835 moved into its final

months, Santa Anna, a vain admirer
of Napoleon who viewed himself as
a Western version of the fallen
French emperor, decided it was
time to put an end to the Texas
insurrection and ordered his brother-in-law, Gen. Martin Perfecto de
Cos, to San Antonio. Cos had
orders to liquidate the Texans who
had taken over the Alamo compound, but he and his force were put
to flight. The Texans, flushed with
success, decided to carry the battle
to the Mexicans and, despite
reports that Santa Anna was mustering troops and moving north
toward San Antonio, gathered their
forces and headed for the Rio
Grande to attack the Mexican town
of Matamoros. This left the Alamo
woefully undermanned and call
went out for reinforcements; it was
answered by Bowie, Crockett and
Travis.
Bowie's arrival with orders from
Gen. Houston to blow up the
Alamo and retreat to the east was

quickly ignored by the independent
Texans. They looked with repugnance upon the idea of fleeing in
the face of the Mexicans, who had
yet to achieve a victory against the
American settlers. The ailing Bowie
was in no condition to argue with
them.
It now was January 1836 and
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Above: Saluda County Courthouse's modest memorial stone. Below: A "Harpers"
magazine sketch of the Alamo in 1861.

~c'.:.-~L
Santa Anna was moving toward San
Antonio. The Texas defenders
standing defiantly behind the walls
were under the joint command of
Travis and Bowie. They had elected
to stay despite the odds against
them, uncertain that they would
ever get reinforcements and assuming with good reason that they
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would be lucky to get out alive.
On the morning of February 27,
William Barrett Travis looked out
over the walls of the Alamo garrison and watched the plumes of
gray smoke rising from the campfires of the Mexican infantry bivouacked in the brush and thickets.
Santa Anna's main force had not
arrived, and neither had support
from Goliad. It became a waiting
game for Travis' command.
On March 1 the spirits of Travis'
men lifted when a group of 30
Texans made their way from
Gonzales and stormed through the
Mexican lines into the garrison. But
two days later the death knell was
sounded as Bonham bolted back
through the gates, returning from
his mission to Goliad and bringing
with him the message that reinforcements would not be coming.
With Santa Anna now on the
scene, Travis, Bonham and the
others knew well that the hour of
decision was fast drawing nigh.
Legend has it that on the night
before the main assault, which
came shortly before dawn on March
6, Travis ordered his men into the
courtyard and with the point of his
sword drew a line on the ground.
Then, trembling with emotion, he
declared: "Those prepared to give
their lives in freedom's cause, come
over to me."
Only one man failed to cross the
line; he went over the wall that
night and was lost to history. Some
say he was captured and killed by
the Mexican sentries. Others say he
escaped and lived out a long life,
never telling anyone that he abandoned his compatriots at the
Alamo.
Santa Anna, who had become
infuriated at the stubborn resistance of the Texans, promised to
wipe them out to the man. And he
kept his word. The first wave of
Mexican troops stormed the walls
before dawn on March 6 but was
sent reeling back by a withering hail
of fire. For a time it was quiet, but
then came another wave and
another until the Mexicans had
breached the walls and were ram-

paging through the garrison, bayoneting and firing point-blank into
the dead and dying.
William Barrett Travis, a single
rifle ball in his chest, fell in front of
a cannon where he had been directing fire into the ranks of the
enemy. Bowie, sick and feeble, was
bayoneted while in his bed. The
bodies of Crockett and Bonham lay
sprawled among Mexican troops
they had cut down with shot and
sword in their last desperate
moments .
The end came swiftly. Before the
acrid scent of gunpowder had
drifted out of the compound Santa
Anna ordered his troops to drag the
bodies of Travis, Bonham, Crockett, Bowie and the others into a
clearing away from the mission.
There, piled in a heap, they were
burned; their ashes consigned to the
ground they had given their lives to
defend.
It was weeks before news of the
disaster reached Saluda County, the
birthplace of Travis and Bonham.
In Texas, the American settlers rose
with wrath behind Gen. Houston,
and to the cries of "Remember the
Alamo!" Santa Anna and his army
was hunted down and defeated.
The Mexican dictator was captured
and the battle for Texas was over.
The magic names of Crockett
and Bowie lifted them to a new reverence among Americans and
Houston became Texas' greatest
hero. In song and story, Crockett
and Bowie became the heroes of
the Alamo. But such near-worship
did not shower down upon Travis
and Bonham.
One of the few memorials to
them is a granite marker on the
front lawn of the Saluda County
Courthouse. A simple monument
that is easily overlooked by those
who pass it each day, it has inscribed on its base the words of a
grieving American who wrote home
to Saluda: "Thermopylae had its
messenger of defeat, the Alamo
none."

Carl Langley is a free-lance writer
from New Elleton.
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Tired of the Same
Thanksgiving Menu?
By Tom Hamrick

he good old days, eh? Well, maybe not so good after all. It
would depend on the menu.
And how easily a fellow's stomach
became queasy.
What say we make a game out of
it and you pretend the time is 1860
and you're all set to gather at the
table on a big feast day in the
South Carolina of a century ago.
This just could be your lucky
day, when a huge platter of baked
wild turkey and its respective
trimmings-minus cranberry sauceis passed around. Or spicily aromatic glazed ham, keeping warm
company with candied yams, string
beans and baked apples. And what
diner's eyes would fail to glow at
the sight of roast beef in its succulent juices?
Too bad, though, this had to be
the day mother decided to start
things off with a glass of tepid egg
wine, then brought in the turnip
soup, and served with great pride
that piece de resistance-all the
terrapin pie you could eat.
In the long ago, the yesterday
before great-grandmother ever
heard of supermarkets, or was lured
to grocery store shelves and coolers
by giveaway stamps and super advertising, mealtime in South Carolina was in many respects a world
apart from that of today. This was
undoubtedly true when grandma
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was trying to be her impressive
best-or when some edibles just
weren't available because the impact of the Civil War had not yet
run its course and belts throughout
the state were still kept tightened as
a way of life. In the latter event she
therefore resorted to whatever was
available.
Many of the Palmetto State's
grand old dishes would no longer
inspire hearty appetites. Some have
disappeared from the kitchen because they fell into disfavor or were
victims of environmental changes-as with the broiled bobolink, once
regarded as a truly tasty morsel. As
a mater of fact, the mother of
1870, if she returned today, might
be eating alone if she wipped up
some of the recipes she put on the
family table a century ago. Yet
surely this is not to say that cookery in Carolina does not deserve its
international reputation, even unto
this modem day when the thought
of partaking of the fare of a Southern kitchen drives many Yankees
deep into Dixie, mouths watering
every mile of the way.
The Southern male of 1870 was
proud of three things: given six
more bullets and another handful
of parched corn and he might have
won the war; the South had the
finest horses in the world; and
every woman who lived south of the

Virginia border was a creature as
lovely as an angel. The ladies of the
day hid their bodies under broadbrimmed hats and long sleeves and
were proudest when they hadn't a
dot of suntan; and their world revolved around keeping a true course
on a man's heart by way of the
cast-iron range in the kitchen.
Beginning in the early 1800s,
one of the most popular books in
any Southland household was
unquestionnably the cookbook.
These volumes exited from the
presses as quickly as the recipes
could be compiled. No selfrespecting distaffer would find herself without one-or several, or a
dozen. But with the advent of the
Civil War, cookbooks began gathering dust. The Southern pantry became bare as its providers-planters,
hunters and fishermen, and their
attendant help-marched off to
four years of war. When they returned, the fields were as empty as
the pantry, and cookbooks with
recipes calling for "add a dozen
eggs" were not necessities ( or even
realities) around the kitchen fire for
a few years.
But by 1870 Southern harvests
were slowly beginning to yield
abundance again and the cookbooks came out of the attic. From
Gaffney to Goose Creek, from
Sumter to Spartanburg, in small
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home and mansion, the South
Carolinian turned knife and fork to
some of the delights we know today; and to many "delights" which
would now rarely receive calls for
seconds, nor initial helpings for that
matter.
The lowly coater-the turtlemay not be featured in any of our
supermarkets today, but in 1870
many a housewife was pleased as
punch when young boys undertook
field expeditions and peddled their
hard-shelled specialties from door
to door. No turtle can be regarded
as a work of beauty but milady,
cookbook in hand, spent hours in
the kitchen trying to improve on
Mother Nature. She broiled it. She
baked it. She fried it. She steaked
it. No cookbook of the period suggested turtleburgers but possibly
she had a few thoughts of her own
in that respect. But terrapin pie!
Now that must have been a delicacy. Cookbook after cookbook of
the 1870 period offered its suggestions for this tasty way to prepare the armored appetizer.
And the bobolink-ah!, that was
a dish which brought forth ecstacy
from its army of advocates. Some
Southerns became so enraptured
they could barely still themselves
from writing poetry about this little
bird. Seriously. "You can bake it
whole, or split it through the mid=
dle," one Southerner reported for
posterity as his joy runneth over,
"after you've removed the entrails." But, please, he begged,
"don't remove the head," repelled
at even the thought of this lack of
appreciation. And you must never,
never "use a fork in eating" one of
the de-feathered delights, appended
this early-day Colonel Sanders.
Further more, if you were the kind
of dedicated epicurean he expected
you to be, you left naught of bobolink on your platter except his beak
and fragments of his leg bones. All
gone, the rest.
Carolinians called them ricebirds
and many planters gave them the
same deep affection they gave the
average carpetbagger. On their return from summer breeding in
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New Grocery Store.

CHASE&TowN
OUR lUIRl STOCK IS NlW HO fRUH.
TEAS and COFFEES a SPECIALTY.

Halibut
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Bath Brick
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Canary Seed
Licorice Root
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Axle Grease
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Alum
Borax
Indigo
Cs.st.or Oil

CANNED

Bed Coro,

I

FRUITS,

SugaN
Syrup1
MollNes
Rice
Starch
Soap
Candles
Dairy Salt.
Talile&lt.
Chee.e
Cider Vinegar
Cr11ckna
Teat
Coffees
Pepper
Cinnamon
Alspice
Nutmegs
Cloves
Mustard
Ginger
Cof!"ee Extract
Cigars
Fine cut Tobacco
Smoking
"
Plug
Snuff
Clay Pipes
Salernt.us
Baking Powder
liaking Soda
Cream Tartar
YcutCake
Co<lfleh
Mackerel
Trout
Scaled Herring

VEGETABLES and

MEATS.

BR1'SH£S OF E\'F.RV DESCRIPTIOIW"

WILL

SELL

AT

LOW

CALL AND SEE

FICURES.
lJM.

Discerning foodstuffs from housewares
is a decidedly difficult task in this post
Civil War newspaper ad for a local grocer.

Canada and Nova Scotia, they
swarmed southward by the millions
in the fall, taking particular pleasure in helping harvest the rice crop.
They dined so lavishly that planters
hired small boys-"bird-minders"to spend their days in the rice field
trying to frighten away the winged
invaders with guns, tin pans and
torches. Those which fell to the
gun, fell in turn on the day's menu.

But the awesome hurricane of
1911 which swept through coastal
Carolina wiped out the state's rice
industry. The cost of rebuilding the
rice culture was regarded as prohibitive and world-famous Carolina
rice disappeared from the dining
tables of America and Europe.
(South Carolina rice was indeed
famous on two continents. The
story is reliably reported of a visitor
to a London store, shortly before
World War I, who asked a grocer for
"your best rice, please." The grocer
is quoted as claiming he was "sorry,
but it is no longer possible to get
Carolina rice.") Simultaneous with
this was the ricebird's decline in
gastronomic favor.
Rice, potatoes (sweet and Irish)
and cornmeal were staples of Palmetto larders 100 years ago. Rice
flour was a jack-of-all-skillets.
Apparently it was used for everything in the kitchen except lighting
the stove. The homemaker of the
time fashioned rice flour into a
variety of cakes, wafers, puddings,
pancakes, waffles, crumpets, ad
almost infinitum. Whatever rice
bread tasted like, it must have been
delicious. There were dozens of
"receipts"-as recipes were termed
in the South of long ago-for its
preparation. Some of the more
noteworthy products saluted their
points of origin; as examples, Beaufort rice bread and Eutawville rice
bread.
Then, as now, the state had a
large corp of oyster lovers from
coastline to mountain crest. But the
fellow who dwelt some distance
from the Atlantic had to be truly
hungry for oysters when he placed
his order. It was a race with the
calendar. They were railroaded to ,
him by the barrel and he had less
than a week to eat them or forget
them.
This, of course, gave a real beefand-oyster enthusiast a chance to
enjoy doubled delight by mixing
cow with crustacean and enjoying
the end result at the breakfast
table. A restaurant in our time
which featured beef-and-oyster
sausages-sound entrancing?-would
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Ladies -Try it.
ANDltEWS'

EXCELSIOR YEAS'l' POWDER,

for many years establkhed in public favor,
l('-=~~~~'11 i::; still the mOtit desirable articli:! tor the I,,elli,1ent Hu'Ut, , ket1>er ! This compound is
perfectly healthful and dietetic, and ready
for use in une minute! There cr,,.n be no
ielay or mishap in the raising of Bread,
l'nncukes, or Tea Biscuits l It iB the neatf!.:st preparation extant. Dr. t.:hilton's certificate uf its e:(!icacy mid whole.;;;orneness on each label.
A:::k your Grocer for ANI>REws' YEAST POWDEK. On using
it, you will tell him, IT 18 THE BEST!
Sold at Wholes:~le by
THO.MAS A~DRg\VS & CO.,
1B6 a.nd 138 Cedar Street, New York.

likely go broke in a hurry, but back
in 1870 this blend was toasted in
the South Carolina home as something worthy of a man of good
taste.
A culinary masterpiece best fit
for saints and Southerners, it was
simple enough to prepare. The recipe called for some two pounds of
ground beef and suet, married with
a pint of oysters. Plop in a couple
of eggs and, lo!, sausages ready for
a king's frying pan.
If you had the sausages for
lunch, why not wash them down
with a glass of grandmother's homemade pineapple beer, the blessing
of which it was cheap to brew and
had not a penny of tax associated
with its production.
Grandma, with no supermarket
inviting her to hurry on down for a
carnival of values, resorted to making many of the ingredients which
went into her foods, including such
kitchen requirements as curry
powder and yeast. She purchased
her wares from door-to-door peddlers, from hawkers crying in the
streets, from fresh-air markets and
from neighborhood shops, the latter better known for their conversation than for sanitation.
Judging from the newspapers of
1870, the merchant was more interested in pushing his cures for
liver ailments than in merchandising
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In an era when all bread was homemade, a "healthful and dietetic" yeast
was essential. ("Harper's Weekly," 1861)

getting very little applause for this
accomplishment, it shouldn't be
necessary to add.
Beef, pork, seafood, wild turkey,
wild duck, fish roe and fruits in
season (they certainly loved figs)
were popular on South Carolina
menus. And if a hostess really
wanted to launch her dinner in the
height of fashion, she could win a
chorus of "oohs" and "aahs" by
passing a tray of candied flowers
before mealtime. These were easy
to make, 1870 cookbooks foreswore: just dip the flowers into a
bowl of boiled sugar which had
grown stiff and hang 'em up to dry.
Most cookbooks let the darlings of
Dixie select the flowers they
wanted to candy, depending on the
state of individual taste buds.
Quail was also popular, if a
huntsman were handy. And, naturally enough, chicken was a Southern standard, or as nearly so as the
hard times of 1870 would allow. It

his foodstuffs. In the days immediately before Thanksgiving 1870,
one of South Carolina's largest
newspapers was crowded with advertisements proclaiming the cureall wonders of pink, yellow and
purple pills. But the only foodstuffs
mother was being encouraged to
buy were bargains in halibut fins,
Dutch herring, spiced tripe, soured
pigs feet, pickled salmon, mackerel
and codfish.
Below: A grocery ad for a single food
Milady from Dixie apparently product, a rarity in early newspapers,
couldn't have cared less. By thumb- alleges the qualities of Linder's meats.
ing through her cookbook, she
could make all her dreams come
true with no help from Madison
Meat.
Meat.
Avenue. Yes, sir, no spiced tripe on
the menu tonight for her; her fam~
ily was going to receive a genuine
epicurean delight. So she pursued
her cookbook's promise that it
would show her "how to dress a
calf's head in imitation of a turtle,"
LINDER~S
That surely ought to have 'em running back for seconds!
NEW MEAT MARKET,
Across the state, hominy was a
In basement of R. M. Greer's Store, li:lr
staple in every home-whether
appreciated or not. It was inexpenChoice Grades of Meat.
sive and it was generally available.
And no thrifty housewife of the
time tossed leftover cold hominy
Low rent and years of practical experiinto the Disposal!. Better to slice it
ence in buying and butchering stock, a11
well as in cutting meats, enables me to sell
into diamond shapes and drop it
a much better article for the money than
into the okra soup tomorrow. And
is usually sold in North East.
sep20tf
F. LINDER.
you could fry it, too-as many a
homemaker still does today-

GO~ TO
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was boiled, baked and fried, just as
today. It was also served raw in
some Southern households.
Chicken a la tartare, it was called.
Of course, don't forget to spill
some warm gravy over the offering.
Otherwise some of the flavor might
go lacking.
Other evidences of culinary artistry which have become rare were
such Palmetto prides as turtle
steaks, turtle fins, boiled dandelion
greens, corn soup, stewed fish and
stewed cucumbers. Hogshead
cheese was also a frequent item on
the table and both mackerel and
herring had their fans.
Dining in the cream of Dixieland's households in 1870 always
called for a pre-dinner drink. Caro1inians then referred to it as a
toddy; today we call it an oldfashioned. But pre-dinner tippling
separated the boys from the girls.
The males happily adjourned to
another room and hoisted a few
while the distaffers tended their
knitting or just sat around and
planted the seeds for the women's
liberation movement a century
later.
Corn whiskey was popular. So
was homemade Irish mead, at
times. Egg wine was simple to
make-just take white wine and
drop in a yoke. And on feast days,
there was eggnog. Too, maybe if
mother hadn't been too busy cooking the terrapin pie, she may have
found time to brew up a crock of
beer, again not taxable, from her
green pea shells.
Summing it all up, the South
Carolinian of a hundred years ago
ate very much as we eat today-not
counting TV dinners-plus a lot of
other offerings now lost to the yellowed pages of cookbooks which
rest quietly on library shelves.
Grandmother even knew what to
do with leftover turkey. She called
it turkey hash. You just take whatever turkey is left and everything
else on the table and ....

Lt. Col. USA (Ret.) Tom Hamrick
is a free-lance writer from Mt.
Pleasant.
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THESE OLD BOTTLES date way back to the days
when Jack Daniel made them to celebrate special occasions.
One was for winning the Gold Medal at the St. Louis
World's Fair. And another, in 1896, on the hundredth
anniversary of Tennessee statehood. He even made a
special bar bottle for his favorite
hotel, the Maxwell House, in
CHARCOAL
Nashville. But when it came to
MELLOWED
whiskey, Mr. Jack wouldn't cater
to change. He insisted on charcoal
DROP
mellowing every drop. He was
too good a whiskey man to
BY DROP
alter that, no matter what the
occasion.

6
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TENNESSEE WHISKEY • 90 PROOF BY CHOICE
c 1970, Jack Daniel Distillery, Lem Matlow, Prop., Inc.
DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY JACK DANIEL DISTILLERY • LYNCHBURG (POP. 384), TENN.
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THE SIEGE OF CHARLESTON,
1861-1865. By E. Milby Burton.
391 pages. University of South
Carolina Press. 1970. $9.95.

Price change effective January 1

Sprunt and Chamberlain
SOUTH CAROLINA BIRD LIFE
Edited and with a Supplement
by E. Milby Burton
Revised Edition, 1970
655 pages + 35 color plates
ISBN 0-87249-123-4

$18.50
($25 .00 in 1971)

Simons and Lapham
THE EARLY ARCHITECTURE
OF CHARLESTON
With an Introduction
by Samuel Gaillard Stoney
(American Institute of
Architects, 1927)
224 pages; profusely illustrated
ISBN 0-87249-197-8

$12.95

Julien and Milling
BENEATH SO KIND A SKY
The Scenic and Architectural
Beauty of South Carolina
Sixth Printing, 1969
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Available December 1
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Through four long, arduous years
of battle, Charleston and Ft.
Sumter represented the very essence of the Southern cause. In
truth, Charleston was a strategic
port, the oldest and one of the
most important Southern cities, but
something greater made men fight
so desperately for or against her. In
this second American Revolution,
where abstract phrases sent men to
die, Charleston was one of the foremost symbols of a way of life
forced to go to war to justify its
existence. To destroy her, the
North felt, would be a heartblow to
Southern morale. To allow her to
be pillaged by the North, Southerners felt, would be an irreparable
blow to Southern pride. Something
more than her strategic value made
the Union troops desire to exterminate at all costs that "Cradle of
Secession," or Gen. Lee command
that she was "to be fought street by
street and house by house as long as
we have a foot of ground to stand
upon," rather than surrender.
One almost feels that "The Siege
of Charleston" has Homeric overtones. Certainly it has the scale
worthy of an epic. The story itself
is entertaining, the illustrations are
extremely good, and anyone even
mildly interested in this era might
find it well worth reading. The
book, however, does have greater
significance. It is, to begin with, the
first detailed treatment of the siege,
a unique event in the history of
warfare. That the siege was exceptional is accounted for by its length
( 587 days, one of the longest in
history) and the many, many combinations of devices used as instruments of attack and defense, rang-

ing from ancient Greek fire to the
first successful submarine attack in
history. The fighting itself ranged in
scale from ferocious hand-to-hand
combat to ship pitted against ship.
Equally significant, however, is the
military slant the author gives his
book. E. Milby Burton, director of
the Charleston Museum and chairman of the Charleston Historical
Commission, served with distinction in the U.S. Navy and is
now commander USNR (ret.). It is
perhaps natural, it is certainly a
contribution to the historiography
of the Civil War, that he desires to
ignore the overworked theme of
politics in order to focus on the
military operations involved in the
siege in the light of principal
political events.
"The Siege of Charleston" captures the flavor of an age, the spirit
of chivalry and romance, the great
courage and pride that were the
backbone of the South. It was inevitable, of course, that the South,
pitted against too great odds,
should meet defeat. Yet it is a
dilemma of man's condition that
only under the worst circumstances
can his true valor be tried, and the
Civil War provided more than a
small opportunity for glory. In
facing conditions that can only be
described as horrible, the men and
women portrayed in this book
exhibited loyalty, strength, compassion, gallantry and courage. Yet
Burton never forgets just how horrible those conditions were. He
presents a lucid and factual account
of the savage toll of the siege, the
near-starvation and insurmountable
shortage of supplies, the terrible
destruction involving the total
population of an entire city, the
political maneuverings affecting the
way the war was fought on the
battlefield, the terrible desperation
behind the blind act of faith that
was the Civil War.
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groupings: "Before Green Thursday," the early efforts; "Green
Thursday," a volume of 12 stories
with an almost novelistic coherence, centered around the lives of
several main characters; and those
written "After Green Thursday."
When Julia Peterkin began the The chronological sequence is indevelopment of her literary craft in tended to show the author's artistic
the early 1920s, there was scant development, but the reader will
light in the realm of Southern lit- find little major development beerature, particularly that dealing yond the first attempts, for by the
with the Negro. What existed might time he reaches "Green Thursday,"
roughly be termed a cross between the artist is in complete control of
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," "Gone With her materials.
the Wind" and blackface comedy.
Yet it is not surprising that she
The "Sahara of the Bozarts" was was ignored or criticized in her
unprepared for such strong medi- native South Carolina. There was
cine as Mrs. Peterkin offered, and precendent for a Southern white
so on the whole readers and critics lady to write, but certainly no prein her area turned their backs, gen- cedent for what Julia Peterkin ofteely overlooking the works of a fered in print. Even today the
Southern lady who wrote as no stories are at times shocking in their
Southern lady should. But despite portrayal of the stark realities of
the disdain of the Southern press, life on a Southern plantation; the
there was encouragement from other dramatic power of her tales is unsources: praise from the North, the deniable.
personal approval of such men as
For Julia Peterkin chose as her
Carl Sandburg and H.L. Mencken. subject the Southern Negro and his
And in the end the voice of Julia world, and she chose to tell it like it
Peterkin could not be ignored. Not was, without minstrel show clowns
after she became the first South or latterday master-slave stereoCarolinian to win a Pulitzer Prize types. All this from the mistress of
( for "Scarlet Sister Mary"); not Lang Syne plantation, who could
after two O. Henry Memorial not, it seems, keep to her proper
Awards. Today, the prophet with- place, but must go delving into
out honor is recognized as a signifi- black superstitions and black souls.
It was to be the good fortune of
cant voice in Southern literature.
Although she is best known for American literature that she cared
her novels, the short stories of Julia more for creativity that propriety.
Peterkin were an integral part of All together, Mrs. Peterkin's works
her art; indeed, they were the seed constitute a masterful artistic statefrom which the novels were to ment-she projects herself so comspring. Until the publication of this pletely into the world of her charvolume, many of the stories were acters that, as one critic said, she
lost to the general reader, buried in "thinks black."
The stories presented in this
out-of-print anthologies and "little"
volume are remarkable in their
magazines.
"The Collected Short Stories of power, their grasp of the basic facts
Julia Peterkin" has rendered this of human nature and human existvaluable portion of the writer's art ence. Tragedy to comedy, the full
once again available. All told, there range of life and death is presented
are 33 selections included, short with a warmth and understanding
stories and a few gullah sketches, all seldom seen; the stories are as relearranged in roughly chronological vant today as they were 40 years
order, with an introduction and ago. For old fans or new, "The Colcritical appraisal by Frank Durham. lected Short Stories of Julia PeterThe selections fall into three basic kin" is a welcome addition.-B.L.

THE COLLECTED SHORT
STORIES OF JULIA PETERKIN.
Selected and edited and with an introduction by Frank Durham. 384
pages. University of South Carolina
Press. $10.
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You are cordially invited to
an autograph party honoring
FRANK DURHAM
Editor of
THE COLLECTED
SHORT STORIES OF
JULIA PETERKIN
Sunday, November 15, 1970
two until six in the afternoon

_
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Sandlapper Art Gallery
U.S. Highway 378
Between I-20 and I-26
West Columbia, South Carolina
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New and Timely
A reprint from
the works of
South Carolina's first
Pulitzer Prize winner
~

C,,11.aw Short S,,,,.,. of

$10.00

Now available at

sandlapper
BOOKSTORE
Location: U.S. 378
W. Columbia, S.C.
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 1668
Columbia, S.C. 29202
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For that special, unusual Christmas
gift ...
MAPS
MBl. A CARICATURE MAP OF SOUTH
CAROLINA. By Jak Smyrl. "A humerus,
hand-drawed polygot of sum places,
things and events of contimporary and
histerical intrist." In color. $2.50.
MC 1. AN HYSTERICAL MAP OF
SOUTH CAROLINA. Copyright, The
R.L. Bryan Co. "A new and ~ompleat
map of the Commonwealth (& poverty)
of South Carolina; shewing sundry events
& personages, of a nature both honourable and blase, famous & unfamous, etc."
In color. $3.50.

MTl. MAP OF NORTH & SOUTH
CAROLINA. by H.S. Tanner 1827
"Upon which Colonel James Gadsden in
November 1936 'marked in colors, the
various routes that have been hypotecated between Charleston and Cincinnati' "and A NOTE TO ACCOMPANY
by Charles E. Lee. The map and note
were published by Robert Pearce Wilkins
and John D. Keels, Jr. at Columbia, SC
1966. The map is 25" x 32W'. $10.
Mil. MILLS' ATLAS. Originally published in 1825 by Robert Mills, this Atlas
contains much fascinating information
about the South Carolina of 143 years
ago . An edition published in 1938 is now
a collector's item. This edition (WilkinsKeels) with the maps in the same size as
the original is printed on fine quality
paper. It contains all of the 28 district
maps and the state map. The Atlas is
23%" x 291.4". $50. postpaid.
The individual maps, most of which are
approximately 23" x 29", are suitable for
framing. They are available at $6. each, as
follows:

MI2. STATE MAP. This "Atlas of the
State of South Carolina" has a map of the
state in color, as well as an abundance of
information on Situation, Boundaries,
and Extent; Face of the Country, Soil,
Health, etc.; Rivers and Canals; Chief
Towns; List of Governors; and Chronological History of South Carolina. $6.

apper
Ml3. ABBEVILLE DISTRICT MAP. 23"
X 29", $6.
MI4. BARNWELL DISTRICT MAP. 25"
X 34". $6.

MI24. PENDLETON DISTRICT MAP.
28" X 33". $6.

MI5. BEAUFORT DISTRICT MAP. 28"
X 34". $6.

MI25. RICHLAND DISTRICT MAP. 23"
X 29". $6.

M16. CHARLESTON DISTRICT MAP.
35" x 38". $6.

MI26. SPARTANBURGH DISTRICT
MAP. 23" x 29". $6.

MI7. CHESTER DISTRICT MAP. 23" x
29".$6.

MI27. SUMTER DISTRICT MAP. 28" x
34".$6.

MIS. CHESTERFIELD DISTRICT MAP.
23" X 29". $6.

MI28. UNION DISTRICT MAP. 23" x
29". $6.

MI9. COLLETON DISTRICT MAP. 28"
x 31". $6.

MI29. WILLIAMSBURGH DISTRICT
MAP. 23" x 29". $6.

MllO. DARLINGTON DISTRICT MAP.
23" X 29". $6.

MI30. YORK DISTRICT MAP. 23" x
29". $6.

Mil 1. EDGEFIELD DISTRICT MAP.
25" X 34". $6.

PRINTS

MI12. FAIRFIELD DISTRICT MAP. 23"
X 29". $6.
MI13. GEORGETOWN DISTRICT MAP.
23" X 29". $6.
Ml14. GREENVILLE DISTRICT MAP.
23" X 29". $6.
Mll5. HORRY DISTRICT MAP. 23" x
29". $6.
Ml16. KERSHAW DISTRICT MAP. 23"
X 29". $6.
Mil 7. LANCASTER DISTRICT MAP.
23" X 29". $6.
Ml18. LAURENS DISTRICT MAP. 23" x
29". $6.
Ml19. LEXINGTON DISTRICT MAP.
23" X 29". $6.
MI20. MARION DISTRICT MAP. 25" x
29". $6.
MI21. MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT
MAP. 23" x 29". $6.

PCl. CLOWN PRINTS. A set of four
clown prints, each 9" x 12" in size. The
prints in beautiful color are suitable for
framing. $1 per set.
PGl. GAMECOCK PATTERN. This 20"
x 25" pattern by Adalee Winter is reproduced in color on scaled paper and can be
used for needlework, as well as for other
applications. $2.

PBl. BULLDOG PATTERN. This 15" x
23" pattern by Adalee Winter is reproduced in color on scaled paper and can be
used for tile-top tables and plaques, as
MI23. ORANGEBURGH DISTRICT well as for various needlework appliMAP. 33" x 42". $6.
cations. $2.

MI22. NEWBERRY DISTRICT MAP.
23" X 29". $6.
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BONUS BOOKS

BOOKSTORE
PTl. TIGER PATTERN. This 18" x 19"
pattern by Adalee Winter reproduced in
color on scaled paper can be used for
various applications. $2.
PWl. WILDFLOWER PRINT. This 12" x
18" scaled pattern by Adalee Winter contains 25 wildflowers of South Carolina.

PSl. "Y-FLYER" (SERIGRAPH)-FULL
COLOR. By Warren Johnson. 18" x 26".
$10.
PS4. SERIGRAPH OF SMALL SAILING
BOATS. Black on off-white. By Warren
Johnson. 18" x 24". $2.

MAL CARDINAL WITH VIRGINIA
PINE. By Anne Worsham Richardson. In
color. Unframed $20. Framed $45.

PCHl. TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH,
COLUMBIA, S.C. Sketched by Warren
Johnson. $2.

MA2. CAROLINA WREN WITH YELLOW JESSAMINE. By Anne Worsham
Richardson. In color. Unframed $15.
Framed $40.

(Three more church prints are listed
below. The 12" x 18" prints are $2. each
or $5. for four. Framed prints are available for $10. each.)

MA3. PAINTED BUNTING WITH SEA
OATS. By Anne Worsham Richardson. In
color. Unframed $15. Framed $40.

PCH2. FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH, COLUMBIA, S.C. Sketched by
Warren Johnson. 12" x 18". $2.

MA4. THE AMERICAN EGRET. By
Anne Worsham Richardson. In color. Unframed $25. Framed $55.

PCH3. FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH,
COLUMBIA, S.C. Sketched by Warren
Johnson. i2" x 18". $2.

MA5. CAROLINA MORNING-THE
WOOD DUCK FAMILY. By Anne Worsham Richardson. In color. Unframed
$50. Framed $80.

PCH4. WASHINGTON STREET METHODIST CHURCH, COLUMBIA, S.C.
Sketched by Warren Johnson. 12" x 18".
$2.

For each $5 in purchases of other books
listed on these pages you can buy one of
the bonus books below at the special
price shown:
A37. UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA, Vol. I: SOUTHCAROIJNACOL·
LEGE, 1801-1865. By Daniel Walker
Hollis. (Reg. $5.95) .Special $1.
A38. Vol. II: COLLEGE TO UNIVER·
SITY, 1865-1956. By Daniel Walker
Hollis. (Reg. $6.95). Special $1.
B'I. THE NEW SOUTH-GREENVILLE,
S.C. By Kenneth and Blanch March. (Reg.
$9.50). Special $3.
D12. THE SERPENT WAS A SALESMAN. By Zan Heyward. (Reg. $2.60).
Special $1.

*YOU MAY ORDER ANY ITEM THAT
HAS BEEN ADVERTISED EARLIER IN
THE SANDLAPPER BOOKSTORE:
Please send me the books or prints checked
below:

QMB1
QMCl
0Mll
QM 12
QM I J
QM14
OMIS

0Ml6
QM 17
QMl8
0Ml9
OMIIO
0M lll
0Mll2
0M l l3
0M l l4
0Mll5
0Mll6

$ 2 , 50
S 3.50
$50.00
S 6.00
$ 6.00
S 6.00
$ 6.00
S 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6 .00
S 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6 .00
$ 6.00
S 6 .00
$ 6 .00
$ 6 .00

QM l 22

S 6.00
S 6.0.0
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
S 6.00

0MAJ
0MA3a
0MA4
0MA4a
QMAS
QMASa

QM123
0M l 24
0M l 25
0Ml26
QM 127
QM128
QM 129
OMIJO
0MA1
0MAla
0MA2
0MA2a

S 6.00
S 6 . 00
$ 6.00
S 6.00
$ 6.00
S 6 . 00
S 6.00
$ 6 .00
$20.00
$45.00
$15.00
$40.00

0MTl
0PB1
QPCl
QPGl

0Mll7

0Mll8
QM II 9
QM 120

QM121

i
I

i'

For each $5.00 purchase of the above books,
you can purchase one of the bonus books
below at the special price shown:

1ir,., ..

~ i\
I' "·~. ~
•

i~

V

(JPTl
QPWl
0PCH1
QPCH2
0PCHJ
0PCH4

$------

Total for books above
' ) , l....~_

OPS!
OPS•

$15.00
$40.00
$25.00
$55 .00
$50. 00
$80.00
Sl0.00
$ 2.00
$ 1.00
S 2.00
$10.00
$ 2.00
S 2. 00
$ 2.00
$ 2.00
$ 2.00
S 2.00
$ 2.00

0
0

-

-~~,.:..JH,..,.,....~,:-o

,e f~f

~{~ ~"i't

A37

$1 .00

D

B7

$3.00

A38

$1 .00

O

D12

$1 .00

Total for bonus books

$-----

Grand total

.$ , - - - - -

4 % S. C . sales tax for orders to
residents of S. C .
. .$ - - - - 25 cents postage and handling for
EACH book or print purchased.

$------

Name------------------Address,--------------City

MAG. BLACK-CAPPED CHICKADEE. New print by Anne Worsham Richardson.
Mrs. Richardson will be in our Gallery on November 20, 1970, from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m., to personally autograph this new print. $15.

November 1970

State- Zip--

( If you do not want to clip this coupon from
the magazine, please record the basic information on a separate sheet of paper.)
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Publisher's
t~e ~san~la~~er
Pondering
suo~~er
Sandlapper Audio/Visual, Inc.

With the formation of Sandlapper Audio/Visual, Inc., we have
become a full-service, multi-media
organization, dealing in a wide
range of communications from
print media through the full audiovisual spectrum.
The new subsidiary's initial effort will be in the area of custom
commercial sound/slide productions for business, industry and
educational markets.
John Wrisley, a veteran broadcaster and most recently public relations director for the South Carolina Tricentennial Commission, is
vice president and general manager
of the new company. Wrisley's
background has been principally
broadcasting, having entered the
field in 194 7. He was associated
with the Greater Columbia Chamber of Commerce in 1966 and
1967, returning to WIS radio in
Columbia as creative services director after his chamber of commerce
tour.
Anyone desiring more information on our new audio-visual service
may request a descriptive brochure
from Sandlapper Audio/Visual,
Inc., P.O. Box 1668, Columbia,
s.c. 29202.

Sandlapper will introduce an-

other "first" in the December
issue: A shopping section featuring unusual and distinctive
items available in shops across
the state. So when getting
ready for Christmas, consider
shopping with Sandlapper.
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New Books Published

A reprint of "Home by the
River," in which South Carolina
Poet Laureate Archibald Rutledge
depicts life at his ancestral home,
Hampton Plantation, has just been
published by Sandlapper Press, Inc.
Another recent publication from

our presses is "Adventures in South
Carolina," an educational coloring
book in which historic narrative is
interspersed with sprightly, easy-tocolor drawings. The text is by
Linda Hirschmann and illustrations
are by Sharon Applebaum. Both
books are available from Sandlapper Bookstore. Information on
ordering these two publications can
be found on pages 6 and 80, respectively.

November Special Events

Three events which we hope you
will find interesting have been
scheduled for Sandlapper Gallery
and Bookstore during the month of
November. On Sunday November
8, at the opening of Greenville
artist Bette Co bum's one-man
show, a reception will honor the
artist from 2 to 6 p.m. Mrs. Coburn 's exhibit will continue
through November 27.
Dr. Frank Durham of the University of South Carolina English
Department will be present from 2
to 6 p.m. on Sunday November 15
to autograph copies of "The Collected Short Stories of Julia Peterkin," edited by Dr. Durham and
recently published by the University of South Carolina Press.
Following her return from Los
Angeles where she has had a 7 5painting exhibit at the California
Museum of Science and Industry,
artist-ornithologist Anne Worsham
Richard son will be on hand to
introduce the newest print in her
limited edition songbird series-the
Black-capped Chickadee. She will
be available to sign prints from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. on November 20.
Sandlapper

EVENTS

INDIAN HEAD
PENNEY

CHESTNUT FINISH

All activities to be considered for
the Calendar of Events must be sent
directly to the Events Editor, Sandlapper Press, Inc., P.O. Box 1668,
Columbia, South Carolina 29202,
no later than 30 days prior to the
first of the month in which the
activity will occur.

dance
NOVEMBER
2-4
ROCK HILL- Winthrop College - Murray Louis
Dance Company, with Master Classes, Workshop and Concert .

.

c1ne1na
NOVEMBER
12
COLUMBIA-Benedict College-"Black Girl"
and "Borom Sarrett."
18
GREENVILLE-Greenville County Museum of
Art-"Yojirnbo."

lectures
NOVEMBER
10

DUE WEST-Erskine College-Roger L. Shinn,
Danforth Lecturer.
12
SPARTANBURG-Wofford College-Kenneth
Adam, Former BBC President.

.

music

$8.95
SEEPAGE 73
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6-7

GREENVILLE- Bob Jones University - Thomas
Richner, Pianist and Organist.
7

DUE WEST-Erskine College-Atlanta Symphony Orchestra.
8

COLUMBIA-University of South CarolinaUSC Chamber Music Concert.
GAFFNEY -Limestone College-Faculty Piano
Recital by Janet DuBois.

November 1970
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South Carolina's FIRST Complete Ski Shop
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NOVEMBER
CHARLESTON-Municipal Auditorium-Tamas
Vasary, Pianist.
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9
CHARLESTON-Municipal Auditorium-Sergio
Franci.
FLORENCE-Moore Junior High SchoolFlorence Symphony Orchestra, Concert in
Celebration of Opening of Francis Marion
College, of Beethoven's Anniversary and of
South Carolina's Tricentennial.
9-10
SPARTANBURG - Converse College-Pops
Concert: Spartanburg Symphony Orchestra,
Spartanburg High School Chorus and Selected Soloists.
12
FLORENCE-Moore Junior High AuditoriumDavid Bar-Illan, Pianist.
ROCK HILL-Winthrop College-William Read,
Harpsichord.
13

GREENVILLE-Furman University- The
Greenville Civic Chorale, "St. Paul."
14
ANDERSON- Anderson College-James Oliver
Buswell IV, Violinist.
15
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-Terrell Cofield,
Coloratura.
16
GREENVILLE- American Guild of Organists'
Musical Service- "Worship for Today."
GREENWOOD-Lander College-The Piedmont
Orchestra.

17, 24
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-"Beethoven's
Birthday" Lecture-Concert by John K.
Adams, Pianist.
18-19
GREENVILLE-Furman University-Youth
Concert.
19
COLUMBIA-Township Auditorium-The Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra.
NEWBERRY - Newberry College - Evelyn
McGarrity, Soprano, Accompanied by
Carolyn Savko.
ROCK HILL-Winthrop College- Faculty Concert : Jerry Helton, Tenor.
20
CLEMSON - Clemson University-The Coldstream Guards and the Black Watch.
21
CHARLESTON- Municipal Auditorium-The
Charleston Symphony , with Valentin
Gheorghiu, Pianist. Also Premiere of "Song
of the Carolina Low Country" by Francis
Thorne.
SPARTANBURG-Converse College-Opera
Scenes by the Converse College Opera Workshop.

23
BEAUFORT- Carroll Glenn, Violinist, Accompanied by Eugene List.
COLUMBIA-Columbia College-Faculty
Recital, Richard Veale, Tenor.

O.T.E
DISTRIBUTORS

~

SERVICE
EDUCATION

~

MODERN REFERENCE LIBRARY
INTERNATIONAL NEGRO LIFE
AND HISTORY
SCIENCE FIELD PUBLICATIONS
CATHOLIC REFERENCE ENCYCLOPEDIA

Complete listing upon request.
P.O. Box 6256
Columbia, S.C. 29206

WALLET PHOTOS
28 &a~?!:E st.SO
FROM ANY ONE POSE

BLACK & WHITE

COLOR

Send any size up to 8 x 10 inches black
and white photo or negative for large
clear photos on satin finish double weight
paper. Minimum order 28 prints from
any one pose. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Now you can enjoy natural color WALLET
photos and share them with friends and
relatives. Just send us your original color
photo (any size up to 8 x 10), color nega·
tive, or slide. Minimum order 15 prints
from any one pose . Satisfaction guaran-

Black & white wallets not made from
color photos or negatives.

teed.

28 for $1.50

(From any one pose)

60 for $2.50

(From any one pose)

Color wallets not made from black &
white photos or negatives.

15 for $2.50
30 for $3.75

(From any one pose)

(From any one pose)
Super service 25¢ extra.
Please add state sales tax

Super service 25¢ extra.
Please add state sales tax

J,cl 11,I/Jit (o.
ORDER FOR FRIENDS AND RELATIVES FROM

November 1970

Spartanburg, S. C. 29301
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Your Staffed Office in Columbia COLUMBIA EXECUTIVE OFFICES
in the C & S BUILDING,
JEFFERSON SQUARE ...

For local and out-of-town business
and industry, functioning even in
your absence.

I

I

Ii

A luxuriously appointed, airconditioned, private office in
downtown Columbia with all
the services and facilities of
a wel I run office at your
disposal. And for much less
than you would pay your
secretary.

'

24
SPARTANBURG-Wofford College-Wofford
College Band and Glee Club Concert.
27-28
DARLINGTON- Darlington Folk Festival.
MYRTLE BEACH- Convention Center-First
Annual South Carolina State Blue Grass
Festival.
28
GR EE NVILL E- Memorial Auditorium Festival of Music.
28-29
GREENVILLE- Bob Jones University-Bob
Jones University Oratorio Society and
Orchestra Concert.
30
GAFFNEY - Limestone College-Greenville
Symphony , George Curlington, Violin
Soloist.
DECEMBER
3
ROCK HILL- Winthrop College- Faculty Concert: Chamber Music Recital.
4

Write or call:

COLUMBIA EXECUTIVE OFFICES
• JEFFERSON SQUARE
)

P.O. BOX 776
COLUMBIA, S.C, 29202

~----

JEFFERSON
SQUARE

CH AR LESTON - Huguenot Church-Concert:
Mrs. Barr D. Younker, Organist, and Mr.
Edwin Toporek, Trumpet .
CHARLESTON- Municipal Auditorium - Porter
Waggoner.
6

SPARTANBURG-Festival of Christmas Music.

theatre
NOVEMBER
1-7
CLEMSON - Clemson Little Theatre - "The
Lion in Winter."
2

COLUMBIA - Township Auditorium - USC
Artist Series: "1776."
10
GREENVILLE- Greenville Little Theatre-"An
Evening with George Bernard Shaw."
11-14
COLUMBIA- Columbia College- Original Play
by TaJley Sessions.
12
CLINTON - Presbyterian College - Yass
Hakoshima, Mime.
13-14
AIKEN- Aiken Community Playhouse- "Barefoot in the Park."
13-14, 16-21
SPARTANBURG-Little Theatre-"Born Yesterday."
13-14, 17-21
COLUMBIA - Town Theatre-"Wait Until
Dark."
18-20
SP ART AN BURG - Converse College- The
Palmetto Players in an Evening of One Act
Plays.
Not an otter to sell lots to resident s of New York State.
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Sandlapper

Welcome to our "Ham House"
located on U.S. Highway 1 between Columbia and Lexington.
We believe you will find it
quaint. Unique and interesting.
We are confident you will find
our products most satisfying.
Ideal for gifts to friends, relatives
and business associates.
If at anytime you are in our
area. Please pay us a visit. You're
always welcome at Four Oaks.
Hours 8:30 to 6:30.
Monday through Saturday.

OUR PRODUCTS SOLD BY US
EXCLUSIVELY

OLD FASHION COUNTRY
CURED

* HAMS
* BACON
* SAUSAGE
•• •

Lexington, S.C. 29072
Write for Brochure
Phone (803) 356-3194
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19-23
GREENWOOD -Greenwood Community
Theatre-"Love Light," Original drama by
Archibald Rutledge and Donald McKellar.
26-28
GREENVILLE-Bob Jones University"Romeo and Juliet."
27-29, December 3-7
SPARTANBURG-York Nativity Play.
27-December 5
FLORENCE-Florence Little Theatre Guild"Cactus Flower."
DECEMBER
1
CHARLESTON-Municipal Auditorium-

Interested in South Carolina ... At the

request of the Tricentennial Commission, Colonial Life and Accicient
Insurance Company completely
outfitted a military re-enactment
group with Colonial uniforms and
weapons as used by the South
Carolina Light Dragoons of the
Revolution . This is a good example
of Colonial's interested participation in many worthwhile endeavors, as befits a good business
citizen. Colonial is a South Carolina company, based in Columbia,
and operating from coast to coast.

"'Zorba."

art
NOVEMBER
Through November 6
WEST COLUMBIA- Sandlapper Gallery-Jim
Palmer, One-man Show.
Through November 8
SPARTANBURG-The Gallery-South Carolina
Craftsmen, Show and Sale.
Through November 9
CLEMSON - Clemson University-"Pickens
County Artists."
Through November 22
CLEMSON-Clemson University-Alvar Aalto,
Architectural Design.
Through November 30
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-Contemporary
Graphics Collection in South Carolina.
Through December 31
CHARLESTON-Gibbes Art Gallery-"South
Carolina Architecture: 1670-1970."
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-"Contemporary
Artists of South Carolina."
GREENVILLE-Greenville County Museum of
Art-"Art in South Carolina, 1670-1970."
1
GREENVILLE-Greenville County Museum of
Art-John Acorn, Sculpture Demonstration.
1-15
GREENVILLE-SPARTANBURG Airport-Artwork by Mrs. Lili Hardy.
1-30
GREENVILLE-Furman University-Artwork
by Ina Rose Smith.
GREENVILLE-People's National Bank-Artwork by Fannie Bell Allen.
SUMTER-The Art Gallery-"Seaports 300."
I-December 4
FLORENCE-Florence Museum - Paintings and
Graphics by Julia Homer Winslow.
2-24
DUE WEST-Erskine College-"An Architect
Paints," Paintings by Paul Reichert of
Vienna, Austria.

DNIAL b1E r,Acaam1
IN5UUNCE COMPANY
\

1612 Marion St., Columbia, S. C.

'
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6-December 23
FLORENCE-Florence Museum-Jo Jeffers
Tompson, Ceramics.
FLORENCE-Florence Museum-"Seaports
300."
7-8
SPARTANBURG-The Arts Center-Second
Annual Arts and Crafts Show Sponsored by
Spartanburg Junior Woman's Club.
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8-27
WEST COLUMBIA-Sandlapper Gallery-Bette
Coburn, One-woman Show.

NE-MA
SHOW

8-29
FLORENCE-Florence Museum-Illuminated
Manuscripts, Hallmark Cards Exhibit.
8-December 4
FLORENCE-Florence Museum-Guild of
South Carolina Artists Exhibit.
10

COLUMBIA-University of South CarolinaThe Art of Raku," Participatory Demonstration by Ron Meyers.
10-29
SPARTANBURG-The Arts Center-Gillie
Comfort Howell, One-woman Show.
13
CLEMSON-Clemson University-London
Grafica Arts Print Show, Sales Exhibition.
14-December 6
CLEMSON-Clemson University- "New
Works-New York," Non-figurative Painting,
American Federation of Arts.
Southeastern offers a Unique
Shop for The State of South
Carolina in their Connoisseur's
Gallery. Every piece is individual,
distinctive and potentially a collector's item, such as this Kittinger secretary bookcase which
dates its 1790 origin to New
Orleans ••• an American design
that bridges the HepplewhiteSheraton school, in beautifully
figured mahogany, delicately
inlaid drawer panels, individually
mullioned doors in the "Thirteen
States" design.
The Connoisseur Gallery features:
Biggs, Beacon Hill-Bodart -BakerCocheo-K ittinger-Kindel-Karges, also
Antiques, Imported Hand-Made Rugs.
Southeastern's Professional Designers
will offer, in the state, custom interiors
from our Connoisseur Gallery. Service
and delivery complimentary.
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15-December 13
SPARTANBURG-The Gallery-USC Art
Faculty Show.
29-December 27
SUMBER-Sumter Gallery of Art-Darrell
Koons, Oils.

tours
NOVEMBER
1-2
PICKENS-Pickens County Home Tours.
8
NEWBERRY-Church Tours.
9
NEWBERRY-Guided Industrial Tours.
10
NEWBERRY - Tour of Historical Sites.
10-14
CLINTON-Tours of Old Homes and Historic
Sites.
11-12
NEWBERRY-Tours of Historic Homes, Newberry Opera House, TBA.

BETTE
COBURN
NOVEMBER 8•27
A reception
will honor the artist
on November 8,
2 - 6 p.m.
SANDLAPPER GALLERY
U.S. 378
W. COLUMBIA, S.C.
P.O. BOX 1668
COLUMBIA, S.C. 29202
TELEPHONE
(803) 796-2686

Sand lap per

14
NEWBERRY-Tour of Newberry College.
15-21
CAMDEN-Historic Tours.

GREAT SEAL OF THE
CONFEDERACY

miscellaneous
NOVEMBER
1-7
PICKENS COUNTY -Pickens County Tricentennial Observance.
2-7
BEAUFORT-Beaufort County Industrial and
Agricultural Fair.
3-5
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-"Great Houses
and Gardens of Europe," Decorative Arts
Symposium.
8-14
CLINTON, LAURENS-Laurens County Tricentennial Obsrevance.
NEWBERRY-Newberry County Tricentennial
Observance.
14
CAMDEN-Colonial Cup International Steeplechase Races.
14-21
CAMDEN - Kershaw County Tricentennial
Observance.
15-21
GREENWOOD-Greenwood County Tricentennial Observance.
16
FLORENCE- Florence Little Theatre- William
Warfield, Baritone.
18-19
NORTH MYRTLE BEACH-St. John's Inn ProAm Golf Tournament.
23-30
HILTON HEAD- Annual $100,000 Heritage
Golf Classic.
25-January 6
ANDERSON-"Christmas in the Air" Program.
26
GREENVILLE-Holiday Festival and Tree
Lighting.
CAMDEN- Camden Hunt.
27
HARTSVILLE-Annual Christmas Parade.
SPARTANBURG-Spartanburg Santa Parade.
28
COLUMBIA- Carolina Carillon.
SALLEY- Chitlin' Strut.

S,9.95 SEE PAGE 6

AUTHEN TIC,
HA ND CRAFTED REPLICA

$ . 75 POSTAGE PER PLAQUE

THESE PLAQUES AND MANY
OTHERS AVAILABLE FROM:

ATTIQUE
P.O. BOX 868
ACCESSORIES MARTINSVILLE, VA. 2411 2

SUffiffi6RVILL6

DECEMBER
1
TRAVELERS REST-Travelers Rest Christmas
Parade.
CONWAY - Christmas Parade.

29

2

COLUMBIA- Governor's Annual Carolighting.
30-December 1
MYRTLE BEACH-Carolinas PGA Section
Assistants' Championship.

SIMPSONVILLE- Annual Christmas Parade .
4-5
KINGSTREE - Third Annual Miss Merry Christmas Festival of South Carolina.

November, 1970

5

WEST COLUMBIA-CAYCE-West ColumbiaCayce Annual Christmas Parade.
6

COLUMBIA - Carolina Coliseum-Columbia
Kennel Club's Winter Dog Show.
6-27
WILLIAMSTON-Williamston Christmas Park.
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rom the moment that she could
hold a pencil in her hand, there
was never any doubt that
Dorothy Candy Y aghjian would be
an artist. Today her watercolors
and pastel portraits are displayed in
galleries and shown up and down
the Eastern seaboard, and she has a
growing reputation as an artist of
considerable talent.
"The prime interest in my life
always was drawing and painting,"
she said. "I got into a lot of trouble
in high school because I was always
drawing the teachers. I had a marvelous algebra teacher named Mr.
Blodgett who looked like an owl. I
wasn't getting any algebra, but I
was getting wonderful, wonderful
likenesses of him.
"One day, he said, 'Miss Candy,
come to the front of the room and
give me that paper,' and it was one
of the days when I got a betterthan-average picture of him. 'Oh,
there's no sense in trying to teach

F
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you algebra,' he said. 'You're too
good as a painter.' I think I finally
.passed with a C, but that's typical
of what happens to people like us.
All we care about really is painting
and drawing."
As a child in Glenridge, New
Jersey, Mrs. Yaghjian's artistic

pencil was never still. Every free
moment in high school was filled
with art classes, and choosing an art
school instead of college was as natural as breathing. It was a lucky
choice because she met her husband, Edmund, while she was a
student at the Art Students League,
Sand lap per

To associates outside her profession she's Dorothy (Mrs. Edmund) Yaghjian; in art circles she's known as

.

K
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By Patricia G. McNeely

Whether
Yaghjian
her own
on her

oil, pastel or watercolor, Mrs.
finds her painting satisfying. In
studio (above) she concentrates
favorite subject-old buildings.

-Photos by

Maxie Roberts
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where he was teaching art. Y aghjian, who has had a national reputation as an artist for 30 years, is an
art professor at the University of
South Carolina-a job which
brought the Y aghjians to Columbia.
When the four Y aghjian children
were small, Mrs. Y aghjian was too
busy running her household to do
much painting. "When you have a
house to run, children to raise,
laundry to do, letters to write and
everybody has to eat and have clean
clothes and get to school, it interrupts," she said.
Most of the Y aghjian children are
grown now: Candy, 27, is married
and has two children but paints in
her spare time; David, 22, is an
artist who recently graduated from
Amherst College; Robin, 25, is a
social worker and pianist; and
Susan, 15, wants to be a veterinarian.
"I'm not a women's lib person at
all," said Mrs. Yaghjian. "My family
has always come first. I think that
the women's lib people have very
valid arguments on discrimination,
but turning things upside down
doesn't appeal to me."
Having a frying pan in one hand
and a paintbrush in the other for
the last 20 years has not dimmed
Mrs. Yaghjian's interest in art. She
has reevaluated her interests now
that her children are almost on
their own, though, and now is devoting most of her time to painting.
She rises at 5 a.m. to get in two
hours of painting before breakfast,

and tries to paint as much as possible through the rest of the day.
She paints from 30 to 50 watercolors in a year and 20 or 30 pastel
portraits of children.
"Painting is never relaxing," she
said. "It's hard work. But I'm never
happier than when I'm painting. All
my frustrations just fade away, and
I find it completely satisfying."
To keep the artistic fur from flying in the Y aghjian household,
there are three separate studiosone for Mr. Yaghjian, one for Mrs.
Y aghjian, and another posing room
downstairs ( used exlusively for the
children's portraits) where tempting
art supplies are stored out of the
reach of curious little hands. Mrs.
Yaghjian, who is called "Dot" by
her friends, signs her maiden name,
"Candy," to her paintings because
her husband uses "Y aghjian" and
her daughter uses "Candy Y aghjian."
The Georgian home on Adger
Road in Columbia is a museum of
Y aghjian accomplishments. Every
wall, every empty space is hung
with paintings. "You get awfully
attached to some paintings, but you
let them go," said Mrs. Yaghjian.
"People often come in the house
and buy them right off the wall."
Mrs. Yaghjian's favorite medium
is watercolor. "It's a real challenge," she said. "It's a very difficult medium because you have to
be positive about what you're going
to put down. There's no changing
your mind. There's no rubbing out
75
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Mrs. Yaghjian's eye for detail, as in "Orr's
Isl and" (above) has moved critics to
describe her work as "poetic realism."

or washing out. You have to be
absolutely certain about what
you're doing, and you have to make
a decision at every stroke."
Mrs. Y aghjian loves details in her
paintings, which are described as
"poetic realism" by some critics.
"This means that when I paint an
old house or a Charleston picture, I
lay brick. I have not found any way
to make these old bricks except by
painting each one individually."
Those who buy Mrs. Y aghjian's
watercolors may be surprised to
find another watercolor on the
back. "I buy good watercolor
paper-so heavy that I can paint on
the back," she said. "If I'm not
happy with a picture, I may cut it
76

in half and paint two other pictures
on the backs."
Her favorite painting subjects are
old buildings and barns. "When I
was in art school, I was always
painting barns," she said. "I had a
Swiss teacher and she was always
saying, 'Candy, what is it with the
old barns again?' " Her favorite
painting areas are the New England
states and the South-particularly
South Carolina's Low Country.
Mrs. Y aghjian frequently works
outdoors, sketching or taking 35
mm slides, but the majority of her
artworks come from inside her
studio where she paints using the
slides and sketches as guides. "It's
not bad enough that the medium is
hard, but when you paint outside,
you're fighting every element. I
usually start by sketching out what
I want, and then I sit and look at

the sketch for half an hour. I ask
myself if this is what I want or if I
should change it."
Having so many artists in the
family has never been a problem.
These artists respect each other and
are quick to offer constructive
criticism when asked for it. "We
know we won't hurt each others'
feelings," she said, "And we know
we'll be absolutely honest."
The Y aghjian family spends summers at their farm in Vermont; the
paintboxes and easels are packed
first and are integral parts of every
day. And the long summer days and
chilly nights in Vermont begin and
end as they do in Columbia-daubed
with paint and etched with talent
by the Y aghjian family.
Patricia G. McNeely is on the staff
of The Columbia Record.
Sand lapper
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It's Time to Talk on WIS Radio.

• • •

You listen to us all day long, so
here's your chance to do the talking.
It happens weekday mornings at 10:05,
when Audrey Hunt and Maury O'Dell team
up to co-host WIS Radio's popular TIME
TO TALK show. It's a big mixture of
good music and plenty of lively conversation
with experts on topics of interest to you.
Topics like new insurance laws, health care,
selection service. And it's your chance
to get your questions answered first-hand.
Tune in and join the conversation ... weekday
mornings at 10:05 ....

WISRA010@@
A STATION OF COSMOS BROADCASTING CORPORATION

A SOUND HABIT FOR 40 YEARS

THANKSGIVING
at the Damon Gun Club
By Addison Barker

nyone who remembers the Brick
House Plantation of Darlington
County in the late 1880s and
1890s might have his memory
jogged by certain topographical features today. But he would also see
evidence of the changes that have
occurred in the intervening decades.
The estate is now known as Damon
Swamp and is owned by Tom C.
Coxe Jr., a prominent lumberman
and farmer of Darlington County
who resides at Skufful Farm near
Mont Clare. Coxe has spared no
effort in maintaining the area as
attractive hunting grounds for
members of the Damon Gun Club,
whose annual Thanksgiving hunt is
a tradition of the season.
The Damon Gun Club, characterized by its friendliness and informality, is an old and exclusive
organization long associated with
this section of the Pee Dee. Mem-

A

bership in the club is restricted to
sons and sons-in-law of former and
present members. But during the
Thanksgiving hunt, which is accompanied by a picnic dinner, as many
as 300 to 400 people may congregate in the general clubhouse area;
for, on that occasion, members are
allowed to bring their families and
to invite as many guests as they
wish to the festivities.
The present officers of the club
include an executive committee, a
president, and a secretary-treasurer.
The executive committee is composed of Coxe, C.B. Edwards and
W .H. Bristow Sr. Edwards, of
Darlington, is also president; and
Sumter Langston, another Darlingtonian, is secretary-treasurer.
Langston, head of the Social
Science Department at FlorenceDarlington TEC, is an enthusiastic
outdoorsman who speaks highly of

the club: "This is the last organization I would give up my membership in. I like to hunt at every
opportunity, and Damon Swamp is
an excellent preserve for most types
of Southern hunting. Hunting is
really my favorite sport, and, fortunately, my teaching schedule ...
allows me ample time to participate
in the activities of the Damon Gun
Club."
The gun club gets its name from
the swamp, and the swamp is
named for E.O. Damon, a New
Englander who purchased the lands
about 1898 from Chapman J. Milling Sr., who had organized the
original gun club. Prior to Milling's
ownership, the property had been
in the hands of the McCall family.
Damon himself was a hunter and
taxidermist who supplied several
Northern museums with specimens
of wild turkeys. With the assistance
of Fleet Lanneau, who had also
cared for the estate under Milling,
Damon centered the hunting activities of the gun club on Milling's
Brockington Plantation. Milling had
at various times owned Brockington; part of the Fountain, or Briggs
Swamp; Laurel Hill; and Mexico
properties. Damon later disposed of
the property to Bright Williamson,
who sold it to the present owner.
Lanneau, the early caretaker,
who now lives in Flat Rock, North
-Photos by Tom Coxe Jr.

The Thanksgiving feast (left) is a time
for renewing friendships and enjoying
the hospitable facilities at Damon Swamp
which include a spacious clubhouse (right)
and a traditional table setting (above).
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Carolina, became a legendary member of the gun club and was noted
for his marksmanship and knowledge of ballistics. He was credited
with shooting flying ducks, hawks
and turkeys with a rifle; and his aim
at a running deer was precise. On
one occasion, he is reported to have
rushed away from the dinner table
to bag with a rifle two ducks he had
spotted which had flown out of
shotgun range.
Except for the cultivated areas,
the extensive acreage in Damon
Swamp is heavily timbered. Coxe
explains, "The pre-Civil War dams
and dikes broke in several places in
1907 and put much land out of
cultivation. As a result, timber grew
up to help form additional good
hunting grounds. During the last 10
years, we have been building ponds
and increasing our facilities for
duck hunting. And, not long ago,
acreage was leased to the S.C. Wildlife Resources Department. Under
its game-management program, the
department hopes to restore wild
turkeys in the area."
Coxe, originally from Wadesboro, North Carolina, came to the
Darlington area in 1929 to go into
the lumber business. During the
process of securing timberlands, he
purchased the estate from the previous owner, Williamson. Nurturing
the lands during the Depression era
and the following decades, he in-
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troduced improvements which
resulted in the outstanding game
and hunting preserve of today. The
preserve features a large clubhouse
decorated with mounted trophies
of the hunts, including two bobcats
and a huge rattlesnake. The clubhouse is equipped with the usual
modern living facilities except for
hot water.
The current Damon Gun Club
was reorganized in the days following World War II, during which time
activities had been suspended. A
nucleus of old members, together
with their sons, founded the present club.
The Thanksgiving festivities

would not be complete without the
annual deer drive, followed by the
sumptuous picnic dinner replete
with Southern-style dishes: hamboth cured and fresh; turkey; fried
chicken; sausage; shrimp salad;
baked and fried potatoes; corn
cakes; beaten biscuits; deviled eggs;
pickles; relishes; preserves; fruit,
pound, coconut, pineapple and
chocolate cakes; and potato, apple,
peach, mince and chocolate pies.
Since deer are relatively plentiful
in Damon Swamp, the annual
Thanksgiving drive usually results in
the bagging of several animals.
Many of the wives, sisters or girl
friends of the 20 to 30 active club
members-who may range in age
from the early 20s to 80-take to
the deer stands with them. The
activity of the drive brings with it
the customary clipping of shirttails,
regardless of the age or sex of the
owners, for missed shots. Thus, the
Damon Gun Club enjoys a traditional holiday atmosphere.
The guests who share the hospitality of the club are numerous,
and many of them have been distinguished. In the early years of the
original club, one such guest was
Gen. Wade Hampton, who hunted
in Damon Swamp at least once a
year as long as he was able.

Addison Barker is a free-lance
writer from Florence.
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Adventures in South Carolina
Text by Linda Hirschmann
Illustrations by Sharon Applebaum

Interesting,
Unusual Items
and Scr'X"ices
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NOTTINGHAM ANTIQUES. 166 Alabama St.,
Spartanburg, S.C. 29302. Dealer to the discriminating. 18th and 19th century furniture. Deco-

rative accessories.
O'NEIL'S ANTIQUE SHOP, 355 W. Palmetto
St., Florence, S.C. Large stock of fine antiques-Complete line of Williamsburg brassImporters of high quality gold leaf mirrors,
accessories, lighting fixtures.
PALMETTO INTERIORS, 1000 Gervais St.,
Columbia, S.C. 29201, now showing antique
furniture, porcelain and silver purchased in
England by George Hartness. Many fine rugs on
display.

History is enlivened for youngsters
in this new educational coloring
book published by Sandlapper Press,
Inc.

=

Copies are $1.25 plus 25 cents postage and handling (S.C. residents
add 4% sales tax.) Mail orders to
Sandlapper Press, Inc., P.O . Box
1668, Columbia, S.C. 29202.
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THEATRICAL AND MASQUERADE COSTUMES, a complete show or a single costume.
Costumer for tricentennial-over 25 events.
Theatre Artists Guild, Box 3382, Columbia,
S.C., Phone 754-1100, Ext. 272.
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LUNCHBOX

PURSE.

White on navy with original, colorful, handpainted S.C. scenes. $25.00 plus $1.00 postage.
Nancy Welch Interiors, Box 906, Greer, S.C.
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CUSTOM LAMP MAKING from unusual
items-lamp repairing. A large stock of Lampshades-handsewn, parchment, glass. We specialize in the restoration of antique lamps. O'Neil's
Antique Shop, 355 W. Palmetto St., Florence,

s.c.
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THE SOUTH CAROLINA COLONY by Marguerite Couturier Steedman, a concise and fascinating history of the settling of South Carolina, is now available for $4.50 in check or
money order from Crowell-Collier Press, 866
Third Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10022

'""------...... .

GITTMAN'S ON DEVINE, 2019 Devine St.,
Columbia, S.C. 29205. Phone 254-5505. Retailers of new books, prints, fine bindings.
Specializing in South Caroliniana and the Confederacy. Mail orders welcomed.

~

cover of Woman's Day Magazine. Imported
yarns, materials, crewel, and needlepoint. Folline's Knit and Bridge Studio, 2926 Devine St.,
Columbia, S.C., 29205. Phone 253-9748.
A VARIETY OF DESIGNS, including South
Carolina and school emblems handpainted on
needlepoint canvas. For a brochure, send fifteen cents to: Adalee Winter, 16 Woodland
Hills, Tuscaloosa, Ala. 35401.
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canvas. Carolina Gamecock, Citadel Bull Dog,
Clemson Tiger. Kits with charts for other colleges. Wildflower Afghans as featured on the
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Seven Devils
A winter playground
that can be your
second home.
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ORDINANCE OF SECESSION, 25 x 30 Reproduction of original document in antique tone.
Over 170 signatures of well known S.C. names.
If your family name is here you should have a
copy for framing. MULLER, P.O. Box 12428,
Charleston, S.C. 29407. $3.00 Postpaid.

TOURS

VISIT 1740 PLANTATION, Hopsewee. Birthplace Thomas Lynch, Jr., Declaration of Independence signer. Georgetown brochures available.
>=<>=<>=<>=
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WINEMAKER'S YEAST, recipes, supply catalog. All for 25\1' postpaid. Arbolyn, 1108
Gunter Circle, W. Columbia, S.C. 29169.

Write us for details.
Copy for "Interesting, Unusual Items and Services" must be received in our office by the fifth
day of the month preceding the first day of the
month in which the advertisement is to appear.
Rates, payable in advance, are: a single insertion- 70¢ a word; three consecutive insertions-60¢ a word; six consecutive insertions- 55¢ a word; 12 consecutive insertions50¢ a word. Minimum insertion 15 words. Request an advertising form from: Sandlapper
Press, Inc., Interesting, Unusual Items and Serv-

ices, P.O. Box 1668, Columbia, S.C. 29202.

Seven Devils
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Reso rt Club P. 0 . Box 427, Boo ne , N . C. 28607
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They don't iust grow there.
Someone had to put them there.
Someone with men. With Equipment.
And with money. We're the money.
And the services that go along with it.
Site selection. Appraisals.
Financial counseling. Services.you'd
expect from the largest mortgage
banker operating exclusively

in the Southeast.
Build with us.
Write 900 Wade Avenue, Raleigh,
North Carolina 27605.
Cameron Brown Company is
investment advisor to Cameron-Brown
Investment Group, A Real Estate
Investment Trust.

Cameron-Brown@
Came ron .Brown is a wholly ow ned subsidiary of First Union National Bancorp ., Inc.
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SANDLAPPER IS GROWING AGAIN! Wi ~
the creation of a brand new compan? ~ G,:,
SANDLAPPER AUDIO/VISUAL, INC m ~ u,
SANDLAPPER now becomes one of th• I \ ) ~
nation's full-service, multi-media 01 0
rt~
gan izations ... dealing in a wid,•
~ <I>
.....
. .
f
range o f communications
ron tJ
'°
CD
print media to the full audio/ ~
,t.•
visual spectrum.
w
t;; Cl'
Directed by veteran broad~
caster John Wrisley, SAND.., ....LAPPE R AUDIO/
c,
V I SU AL, I NC., is beginning its existence as a
production center for
custom commercial
sound-slide programs for
business, industry and educational markets. Plans call for
a rapid expansion into a variety
of audio-visual areas including
feature and program syndication
for broadcasters.
SANDLAPPER A/V has adopted, as its
slogan, "The Sights and Sounds of the
'70s."
For more information on SANDLAPPER
AN, write

i
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t

sandla~per
audio/visual
P. 0. BOX 1668

COLUMBIA, S.C. 29202

